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Preface 
This monograph is the result of a meeting held in Washington, DC, on July 30, 2013. It is the third such 
annual meeting for the Altarum Institute Center for Sustainable Health Spending (CSHS), whose mission 
is to guide the transition of the United States to sustainable health spending growth by analyzing and 
tracking spending, developing solutions, and advocating for meaningful change. 

What are our core strategies for this work?  

The CSHS builds upon decades of multidisciplinary policy research experience and advanced economic 
modeling for public, private, and philanthropic clients. With the Center, Altarum is focusing this research 
and policy expertise on the macroeconomic trends and key drivers of health care spending to formulate 
strategies for sustainable growth.  

Core strategies follow:  

▲ Timely tracking and forecasting of health spending and 
cost factors, 

▲ Systems-level evaluations of options for bending the cost 
curve, 

▲ Research to fill data gaps and develop new promising 
strategies, 

▲ Pilot projects and demonstrations of strategies in 
particular geographic areas, and  

▲ Development of and advocacy for policy 
recommendations to advance proven approaches.  

The center is one of four critical systems issues funded by Altarum and launched in May 2011 (see 
triangle figure). 

Please note: The presentations given on July 30 have been edited for clarity.  

A complete (nearly 4-hour) video of the event, plus a short highlights video, are available at: 
http://altarum.org/research-centers/center-for-sustainable-health-spending/meetings-videos-highlights-
and-reports.
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Introduction 

Linc Smith 
Welcome to the third annual Altarum Sustainable Health Spending Symposium. I am Linc Smith, the 
President and CEO of Altarum, and I am really pleased to see everyone here as we are very excited about 
the program and its third annual installment.  

Altarum is a nonprofit health systems research and consulting organization. We have over 400 employees 
who work in a variety of domains across health and health care, public health, health care administration, 
clinical research, health care data and analytics, advisory services, health services research surveys, 
technical assistance and evaluation in clinical research support working for federal, state, and commercial 
entities. 

You might naturally think we are a typical professional services firm working in health care, but we strive 
to go a little bit off the beaten track. In addition to the client-facing work that we do with those many 
employees and offerings, we also take the majority of our operating earnings and channel them back into 
internally chartered research. We do that because our board calls on us, as a nonprofit, to serve our mission 
in the areas where the market is not necessarily financially supporting such work.  

This mission is manifested in what we call four critical systems issues: 

1. Healthy Child and Youth Development; 

2. Consumer Choice in Health Care; 

3. Elder Care and Advanced Illness; and 

4. Sustainable Health Spending—the subject of today’s symposium. 

I want to thank the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for their financial sponsorship of this event for the 
second consecutive year. We are deeply grateful to our ten panelists and two moderators. All twelve are 
rock stars in health economics and health policy, and we are really fortunate to have everybody for what 
will certainly be a terrific program. They have generously given of their time, in preparation and 
participating. Last, huge thanks to Paul Hughes-Cromwick, Marijka Lischak, and Chris Weaver and his 
whole team for all of the backstage work of getting you invited, structuring the program, and all the 
logistics to make this event successful. 

I wish to brag somewhat, not about Altarum or the Center for Sustainable Health Spending (CSHS) per se, 
but rather on the success of this event, now in its third year. When we met back in June 2011, we had 
recently kicked off Altarum’s research agenda, encompassing critical systems issues, including the CSHS. 
Our main purpose then was to ask the panelists for help in defining and validating the agenda, and we 
identified four directions:  

1. Track health spending and its constituents in a more timely fashion than currently available; 

2. Define and quantify the rate of growth of health spending that would actually be sustainable, with 
particular emphasis on the federal fiscal environment; 

3. Improve our health spending forecasting capability and, through it, develop better knowledge of 
the spending drivers; and 

4. With the above elements in place, advocate for policies that would increase future sustainability 
without sacrificing access to care or health care quality. 

It seems that the arc of the ensuing debate (since 2011), and the dialog around health spending in the 
country, has naturally tracked that agenda. I give credit to Charles Roehrig, CSHS director, and his team 
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both for being prescient and for using expert input to derive an excellent agenda. It is noteworthy that as 
we were pursuing advice in 2011, most analysts felt that sustainable health spending was a valuable 
agenda item since spending was certainly not sustainable at that point. Yet, Charlie Roehrig completed 
research then to show that the curve was bending as of 2004.  

Last year we further discussed the definition of sustainable spending, and I think there was a general 
consensus that spending was not sustainable despite the emerging pattern of slower growth. 

Today, the conversation seems to be coalescing on the trend that sustainable health spending is here 
because of the continuing slowdown. Does that mean all is well? That we can relax and place our 
analytical attention elsewhere? I honestly believe there will be a superb discussion today about why the 
growth of spending has slowed and what that portends for federal budgets, and for the economy. I hope the 
final consensus of this symposium will be that there remains an imperative to stay focused on this issue 
with energy and creativity. 

Ceci Connolly 
Welcome, everyone. I am so pleased to join this group each year because I am such a big fan of Altarum. 
When I was thinking about how to frame today’s two opening sessions I had similar thoughts, as Linc 
Smith, and what I wrote down was “here we go again—déjà vu!”  

Indeed, as Linc captured, when we were here last year, the discussion centered on this notion, about which 
Charlie, very perceptively, was one of the first to say, “Hey, listen, it seems like that cost curve is starting 
to bend.” There was a healthy debate, just a year ago, analyzing this claim.  

As we sit here today, I think it is indisputable that the cost curve has been bent, so let’s declare victory, go 
home, and take the day off! Unfortunately not, because, as you all know, health care spending growth rates 
in the United States still exceed GDP, and it is that yawning gap between the two that continues to pose 
problems for individual consumers’ and families’ wallets. In these policy discussions we often forget that 
there are real people out there in America who are still cutting pills and making decisions about what 
health care purchases they can or cannot afford. While it is good that the cost curve is bending, and we will 
discuss many related implications today from an economic and policy perspective, I hope we also 
remember that people must pay these bills and don’t have the luxury of putting them on a credit card (like 
the federal government).  

Solid progress to be sure, but I think everybody here would agree there’s a good long way to go, especially 
when you think about the fragmented, illogical, sick care, non-system that we blithely refer to as our health 
care system.  

Why has the health care cost curve bent? Altarum’s research underscoring the impact of economic growth, 
and the work we at the Health Research Institute describe as the recession hangover, serve to highlight the 
continuing impact of the Great Recession. While it officially ended in June 2009, we feel the slow 
recovery in our daily lives, and we certainly see it in the health sector. What are some of the other major 
factors? 

We produce an annual report on the medical cost trend, which, for 2014 projects a net growth rate of 4.5%, 
a remarkably low figure when you recall the double-digit rates prevailing in the 1990s. We stress the 
recession hangover factor, but there are structural changes occurring in the health sector that are having an 
impact, as well as behavioral changes of individual consumers.
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Some of the questions that I hope and expect we will address today in our four panels today.  

▲ What will be the impact of the Affordable Care Act on health care prices and spending 
projections?  

▲ Health care remains a major employer in our country—nearly one-ninth of all U.S. jobs—and in 
many communities, hospitals are among the largest employers. As the spending growth rate is 
squeezed, how will job creation be affected? There are always downstream impacts. You can see 
I’ve left the journalism world when I use words like “downstream,” but those effects are 
important. 

▲ It is particularly important today to elicit views on whether the slowdown will continue. I’m 
hoping that our panelists have brought their crystal balls because I love it when somebody tells me 
what the future looks like, making it all the more thrilling to be here.  

We hear from two gifted experts in this first panel, addressing the federal budget deficits and health care 
spending. Maya MacGuineas, the President for the Committee for Responsible Federal Budget, will get us 
started, followed by David Walker, the Founder and CEO of the Comeback America Initiative. Of course 
many of you remember Dave when he was the Comptroller General of the U.S., and one of the very early 
voices making sense of the numbers behind our health care system. 
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I. Federal Budget, Deficits and Health Care  

Maya MacGuineas 

Avoiding Federal Budget Complacency and Appreciating Health Care Spending 
Tradeoffs  

It’s wonderful to be on a panel with Ceci and Dave. For the federal budget, health care is the name of the 
game. I am going to focus on the federal budget, the fiscal situation in health care, some health care policy 
changes we can consider, and I will try to use my crystal ball, but it is quite difficult. We are in a period of 
significant uncertainty, so one puts their reputation on the line by risking making any predictions that can 
be proven false in the short run. 

Health spending is completely intertwined with the overall fiscal health of the country, and it is noteworthy 
that there have been improvements both in the federal budget and the health care environment. 

We have seen short-term, federal budget deficit projections coming down dramatically, and this is great 
news. Is this going to last? We are fairly certain the answer is “no.” We know the recent positive news can 
turnaround quite quickly in the medium and long term, and that the debt is growing on an unsustainable 
path. There is very little to suggest that the improvements in the federal budget, other than health care, are 
structural in nature.  

While the news on the health care front has clearly been good, the jury is out on its persistence, and I think 
it is interesting that many are viewing this good news as an opportunity to say “Whew!,” that we take a 
pause from taking hard actions, especially regarding health care reforms related to cost control, which 
represent the most difficult work. I witnessed this cavalier attitude when I participated yesterday on a panel 
where it was expressed that maybe we can pause, reset the discussion, and take some time before we go 
back to work. My strong view is that, for the budget and for health care, we are not close to having done 
enough, and time is not on our side.  

With health care, waiting until the last minute is particularly problematic since improvements to the overall 
system are typically phased in gradually and often compound over time. You want to get an early start, 
study what works in this era of big data that is all the rage, and have an opportunity to make changes to 
ensure what you are doing is working. It is for me a huge concern from the fiscal front to hear many people 
argue that the short-term good news means we don’t require other, immediate improvements. 

I would like to note in passing that the major recent budget proposals, e.g., Simpson-Bowles (National 
Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform) and Domenici-Rivlin (Debt Reduction Task Force), 
have health care proposals that are focused on saving money in the short term and making structural 
changes. Nevertheless, none of these commissions, in all likelihood, finish the job. 

When analyzing the overall budget, we consider defense, aspects of the tax code, and various fixes to 
Social Security. What is different about health care is the way in which experts acknowledge that most 
approaches are incomplete or partial solutions, such that we are constantly on the treadmill, constantly 
trying to come up with new ways to help control costs—the good news story is that we continue to 
innovate. We continue to have new treatments that are driving better health care in this country, and we are 
spending more on it, but it is a constant battle to keep up with the cost-control implications. 

I want to celebrate the good news while recognizing a real concern—especially in Washington where there 
is always the propensity to avoid the hardest issues—that good news gives people an excuse to retard their 
efforts.  
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My basic approach to health care sustainability is that, when anything is growing faster than the overall 
economy, it means that other categories are not growing as fast as the economy, and that creates a range of 
problems. We could continue to choose this path, but we should explicitly acknowledge the budget 
tradeoffs that will mean more required revenues or less public investment in education or other important 
programs. We do not, in this country, have a plan for the categories that will receive fewer resources. 

As this group well recognizes, it is important to further analyze how much of the slowdown is cyclical and 
how much is structural. I believe that much of this has to do with the overall economic situation, and that 
we have not seen sufficient structural changes, especially to the extent that spending pressure is not 
sustained. 

Beyond baseline health care growth, it is important to consider population aging as a driver of medium- 
and long-run budget deficits. Not only are people approaching age 65 at a rapid rate, and hence qualifying 
for Medicare, but soon the oldest old population—where extreme health care expenses come into play—
will be growing proportionally. Our demography is destiny and, though not the topic of this symposium, 
exposes our weak long-term care system.  

Viewed through a budgetary lens, I should observe how much in Washington is compartmentalized, 
whether it is the way Capitol Hill structures its work through committees, or the way that think tanks focus 
on specific issues. This lack of systemic thinking is especially problematic with health care as an 
integrated issue where we need to address the cost to the federal government and the country, affordability 
and how families are affected, and of course the quality of health care. We do the issue a grave disservice 
by not thinking about it holistically to develop improvements that deal with all of the parts the degree 
possible. 

I organize future health care changes into three buckets: savers, cost benders, and structural changes. Many 
policies fall into these categories and my guess is that if we come up with a reasonable health care 
package, which will not fix everything, we can partially control costs while advancing new ideas. 

Savers are policies that save the federal government money but don’t change the overall system; for 
example, premium changes or increasing the Medicare retirement age. These kinds of policies carry 
savings but don’t affect overall system growth. Changing drug rebates provide another example. 

Benders are policies that fundamentally change incentives and substantially affect health care costs. I 
include in this category changes to cost-sharing, altering our outdated TRICARE system, dealing with dual 
eligibles, and malpractice reform. These change the incentives to create a more cost-efficient system. 

Last, structural changes affect the overall organization of the health care system, whether it is the 
Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB) created by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(ACA), moving to a single payer system, or adopting a premium support approach to Medicare. There are 
various models, but the key is ripping the system out by its roots to rethink how it is built, and to 
restructure it for lasting cost savings. 

The federal government and the health care or Social Security programs involve intergenerational 
financing. For Medicare it means that we are making promises about future spending on health care. This 
is an important reminder for why we need to think about making changes well in advance of when the 
budget numbers become problematic. We are implicitly locking in the future. We are making huge 
commitments to the future, and we don’t have a plan for how to pay for them and, frankly, we are making 
commitments that are larger than we are actually willing to pay for today. It has always struck me as 
strange that we have promises in our budget that we will in the future pay more than we pay today. This is 
a poor test of what a political system is willing to do or promise. Pre-committing our resources means not 
knowing their best future use, that is, the opportunities or threats that will later become known, thus 
making it very difficult to make the required future adjustments.  
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We know we have to make federal budget changes to deal with the deficit. What is the one political 
promise you always hear? That nobody over 65 will be affected. There are a lot of reasons behind that 
promise. It is not a promise to protect everybody from poverty. It is not a promise to protect the next 
generation to ensure sufficient investments in them. It is a promise not to touch anybody over 65.  

I point this out because it illustrates the importance of making intergenerational changes as quickly as 
possible so that they can be phased in gradually and avoid abrupt changes. You grandfather out important 
groups of people if those promises last, and you massively shift the burden onto the future budget, which 
has profound effects on our public investment levels, on our economy, and on our intergenerational 
promises. It is important not to lose sight of this structural oddity about Medicare and Social Security. 
These entitlements make sense in many ways but also affect how we consider changes. 

As the excellent work of Gene Steuerle reminds us, the one thing you cannot have with budgeting is no 
budget, and yet that is what we have with health care. We lack an overall budget, and in health care, the 
fastest growing part lacks a budget. There is no real constraint. IPAB could provide a model, but I think 
the country will need to consider a limit on health care growth tied to GDP. Moreover, the limit should be 
aggressive because it is always easier to expand these things than to scale them back. 

Whatever limit is selected, GDP or GDP +1, et cetera, the constraint provides a signpost so that when we 
bump up against it—if, for instance, anticipated health care savings do not materialize—there is the 
automatic mandate to develop alternative budget savings. 

For us to continue with an open-ended health care system with no budget constraint and no action-forcing 
mechanism is completely unreasonable. In Washington we only act if there are action-forcing events, and 
we barely act then. We simply need something to force tough decisions, so it is very important to consider 
ways to introduce budgetary constraints with automatic adjustments built into the system whenever those 
limits are exceeded.  

My crystal ball is dim, and it is a particularly difficult time to predict anything in Washington. This fall 
will be a dramatic moment for the overall budget situation. At the end of September (the end of fiscal year 
2013), we need to resolve the question of how to fund the government. We are going to have a fight about 
a government shutdown. Later, the debt ceiling debate will likely couple suggestions for significant 
savings in the overall budget, or an appeal to alter some part of Obamacare, or some combination. My 
hope would be that we see some movement this fall into assembling an overall package that would 
generate some real savings for the budget, and the core of that is health care reform. 

In this incredibly divided political system, I don’t think we will have any of these major overhauls that fall 
into the structural reform category. I agree wholeheartedly with Ceci’s point that the role health care plays 
in the economy is about to receive much greater attention, that health care is this critical driver of the 
economy. The paradox is that, on one hand, health care poses a significant risk to our economy, displacing 
investments that we could and should be making in other areas, but, on the other hand, in the immediate 
term, it creates a substantial number of jobs, many of which are high-paying.  

Health care is an important source of U.S. economic growth, and you will progressively hear people argue 
why we cannot make changes that will jeopardize this growth. But I think it is a shortsighted argument; we 
need to acknowledge that the source of most economic productivity and benefits do not derive from the 
health sector. 

I do have optimism in the short-term for a package of savings that could be very significant, dealing with, 
for example, changes in Medicare cost-sharing that affect means testing. I don’t know if increasing the 
Medicare eligibility age is off the table, but there may be bipartisan appeal in a proposal that combines a 
higher eligibility age with an early Medicare buy-in. To bring together a package, along with other parts of 
the budget, I think we must consider revenues and tax reform and what to do about the sequester. Health 
care is a core aspect of this. I think there is a sufficient sense of what the next level of change is that could 
help with Medicare and the overall delivery system, so there may be some policy movement.  
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One hundred years ago the Congress controlled 97% of the federal budget (Figure 2). They could control 
how much debt we had because of fiscal policy—taxing and spending—but they could not manipulate 
interest rates and self-deal in our own debt because they had not created the Federal Reserve. Last year the 
federal government controlled 36% of federal spending and that figure is falling. The 36% includes all of 
the expressed and enumerated responsibilities envisioned by the nation’s founders under the Constitution, 
all investments in our future and all investments in young people.  

Figure 2. We’ve Lost Control of the Budget  

 

While we have been in business since 1789 as a republic, we still lack three things that Management 101 
says you must have to maximize success, to mitigate risk, and to ensure sustainability.  

First, we have no plan. There is no strategic plan for the U.S., no health care plan, and on and on. 

Second, we have no budget and we have only had timely budget appropriations bills four times in my 
lifetime. That is a grade of F-minus. 

Last, we have no performance measures. We have no outcome-based performance metrics to understand 
how we are doing, are we getting better or worse, and how we compare to our competitors. 

If you lack those three things, you are going nowhere fast or you are actually headed for the rocks fast. 
Keeping score in the federal government is fundamentally flawed whether it is the budget or otherwise. It 
is myopic with tunnel vision and a great deal of self-interest. Let’s look at an example. 

Look at the financial statements of the United States government in 2000 and 2012, not only the balance 
sheet but also the supplemental schedules, the footnotes, et cetera. Probably fewer than 100 people in the 
country have read these, and perhaps fewer than 5 in the Congress. From 2000 until 2012 the total 
liabilities and unfunded promises for the U.S. government have gone up—depending on whether you use 
the Trustees’ more optimistic assumptions about Social Security and Medicare (mainly Medicare), or 
whether you use the Office of the Chief Actuary’s Medicare assumptions—from either $20 trillion to 
about $60 trillion, or from $20 trillion to about $70 trillion (Figure 3). 

 
  

3% 97%

Controlled Yearly

1912

64%
36%

Auto Pilot

2012
Source: Historical Statistics of the United States, Millennial Edition On Line, Table Ea636–643 Federal government expenditure, by major function: 1789–1970. 
Congressional Budget Office, The Budget and Economic Outlook: fiscal Years 2013 to 2023, Feb. 2013. Compiled by TCAII. 
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The bars in Figure 6 represent Medicare spending and the line represents Medicare revenue. Translation: 
95% of people on Medicare get a 75% taxpayer subsidy for their premium, irrespective of income and 
wealth. The government has not learned the difference between universal opportunity and universal 
subsidy. Providing a 75% subsidy for people who are near poor and ineligible for Medicaid makes good 
sense. Providing a 75% subsidy for me makes no sense, and providing a 75% subsidy to those 
considerably better off than me (I am not wealthy and not in the 1%), makes even less sense. 

Figure 6. Medicare Projected Costs and Revenues  

 

The deficit for the first time in five years will be under $1 trillion, perhaps $600-700 billion. People think 
that is great news and are ready to celebrate, but we have not begun to witness the full effect of the 
retirement of the baby boom generation. And we truly do not know whether the abatement in health care 
cost growth is temporary or not. Myopia prevails. Looking out 10 or more years shows that the budget 
problem is enormous given known demographic trends, rising health care costs, and again, the power of 
compounding working against us.  

I think the ACA is good and bad news. The good news is that we are hopefully extending health care 
coverage to about 30+ million people who do not have it. I personally believe we ought to have universal 
health care coverage in this country, although at a level that is appropriate, affordable, and sustainable. I 
think we have very much over-promised in that regard.  

The critical question is what will the real cost be? There is a difference of opinion between the Chief 
Actuary of Medicare and the Trustees of about $10 trillion in discounted present value numbers. As a 
Certified Public Accountant, I can assure you that that is a material difference. Only God knows what the 
real number is, and He’s not telling us, but we should be concerned about that big difference. 

I am concerned that the ACA is a typical example of what government does. If our health care system was 
a house before enactment of the Affordable Care Act, it was structurally unsound, mortgaged for more 
than it was worth, and headed for foreclosure. What did the government do? Rather than ensuring the 
structural integrity and making sure that we can make mortgage payments and avoid foreclosure, we added 
a new wing onto the house that was supposed to be paid for through spending reductions and additional tax 
increases. We did not deal with the structural integrity of the overall system. By the way, the government 
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at that point in time, already had close to $30 trillion in unfunded obligations for Medicare, including 
prescription drugs, and yet we are making more promises. 

I am also concerned about timely implementation of ACA. There has already been a delay of the employer 
mandate which, frankly, was about the easiest thing to administer. Having been Comptroller General, I 
know that one of the things that the government does not do well is integrated information systems, 
especially when those information systems have to cross-agency boundaries. 

Unlike for Medicare prescription drugs, where there clearly were hiccups that ultimately got fixed, the 
government had all the data on who was eligible since they were the same people eligible for Medicare. In 
the case of ACA, you need data from a variety of government agencies including the Internal Revenue 
Service, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, and a number of others in order to determine 
whether people are eligible and, if so, at what subsidy level. As we know, not as many states decided to 
create and manage their own exchanges as the federal government had hoped and expected, thus further 
complicating implementation. 

We now know that for the first time ever, state and local governments have an option other than providing 
retiree health coverage themselves. They are taking a very hard look at dumping or transferring (to be 
polite) their pre-Medicare early retirees into the exchanges to engage in cost shifting in order to save 
money at the state and local level. This is a very significant issue. Rahm Emanuel has already announced 
plans to do this, estimating it will save Chicago about $800 million. Detroit has also announced plans to 
follow suit though, of course, Detroit has bigger problems than this. I can imagine that many other state 
and local governments will consider this approach.  

A serious implication is that the average age of the pools will be higher than otherwise would have been 
anticipated. Also, the jury is still out on whether young people will decide to pay the premium, or take 
whatever additional compensation they may be given by their employers who do not sponsor health 
coverage, pay the mandated penalty, and assume that they will not get sick, and deal with illness through 
the emergency room.  

I do appreciate that the ACA is also moving us toward evidence-based payment systems, paying more for 
actual outcomes rather than inputs. This is a key development. Nevertheless, we do not meet three 
fundamental rules for a successful and sustainable health care system, and this is a major problem: 

1. We do not have properly designed incentives that encourage people to do the right thing and 
discourage them from doing the wrong thing. 

2. We do not have adequate transparency on cost and quality to provide checks and balances, and 
reasonable assurance that people will do the things necessary to control costs and enhance quality. 
In fact, we probably have the least transparency of any major aspect of our economy in health care, 
and that is unacceptable and unsustainable. 

3. We do not have appropriate accountability if people do not do the right thing. 

Lacking these three ingredients, the system is simply not going to be successful and sustainable over time. 
In fairness, health care is joined in this challenge by K-12 education, and a few other sectors in our 
economy, but these go beyond the scope of this session. 

In summary, there has been some recent good news, but the power of compounding is still working against 
us. We still do not have a plan, a budget, or performance metrics. We have known problematic 
demographic trends and health care costs that are growing faster than the economy. We also face a very 
uncertain outcome for the ACA, whether it can be implemented effectively, who is likely to sign-up, and 
what the ultimate costs will be. 

Looking ahead, here are my steps necessary to achieve health care sustainability: 
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▲ The federal government must restructure—and do so sooner rather than later—so that the power of 
compounding works for us, and so we can phase in these changes in a reasonable way, whether on 
the tax side or the benefit promise side. We have to rethink our promises, to determine the level of 
universal health care that is appropriate, affordable, and sustainable.  

▲ We need a budget for public resources allocated to health care. Private parties ought to be able to 
spend as much as they wish, but for public resources there needs to be a spending limit. We are the 
only major industrialized nation in the world dumb enough to not have a health care budget. 

▲ We need to change our payment systems to pay more for outcomes rather than activities.  

▲ We need to look at our financing mechanisms and revisit both direct and indirect subsidies. We 
should not be subsidizing 95% of people to the tune of 75% of their premium irrespective of their 
income and wealth under Medicare, nor should we be subsidizing so much in other areas. 

▲ We must, over time, phase out the tax preference for employer-provided health care. (News flash: 
It’s called compensation and should be taxed the same as any other income. And, by the way, if 
individuals knew how much of their compensation took the form of health care, they would be 
outraged.) 

▲ We also have to address liability reform in conjunction with advancing evidence-based medical 
practice. If providers follow evidenced-based practices, they should be granted safe harbor against 
malpractice suits. The plaintiffs’ bar will certainly oppose this, but the central issue is not jury 
awards, but rather decreasing the incidence of defensive medicine.  

In summary, there are lots of challenges and lots of opportunities. 

 

Session I. Questions and Answers 

Ceci Connolly 

Each of you has referenced the need for structural changes in health care. Could you offer us one or two of 
your favorites that is possibly being piloted right now, or is not yet on the table but should be? 

Maya MacGuineas 

I’m a big fan of Domenici-Rivlin, where they devised a plan suggesting parallel track reforms to 
Medicare—continuing traditional Medicare while introducing a premium support system. This would 
inject competition into the system, ensure that no one would fall between the cracks during the transition, 
and give the opportunity to determine relative effectiveness. Of course, it would take a long time to 
implement and assess something that big. More short term, anything on the government side that changes 
incentives to instill more cost awareness, promote a better understanding of how much we are cross-
subsidizing, and how much we are paying, would be terribly valuable. The whole structure of having very 
little skin in the game is, I think, quite damaging. Also, the ongoing switch away from fee-for-service will 
obviously be very profound and positive. 

Honorable David M. Walker 

I think we need an honest discussion with the American people about how much universal health care is 
appropriate, affordable, and sustainable. People will demand unlimited care as long as someone else is 
paying, and its true cost is hidden. Yet, we cannot afford and sustain what we have already promised. How 
much health care is it in our broad-based, societal interest to guarantee in the U.S.? What level of 
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coverage? The government strives to do more for the poor, the disabled, and our veterans, and 
appropriately so. But for the vast majority of the population, regardless of age, the emphasis must be on 
preventive care and wellness and protection against financial ruin due to unexpected catastrophic events. 
Above that catastrophic, societal protection, private purchasers should have the option to access care 
delivered through competition and choice, but not subsidized above a base level, and not subsidized at all 
for those above a certain income level. We need to fundamentally discuss health care, much more 
aggressively than we have historically, because we keep adding onto our fragmented system in lieu of 
dealing with it in a comprehensive and integrated fashion. 

John Rother, National Coalition on Health Care 

I am sympathetic to this panel and am certainly a critic of our fragmented system and the need to bend the 
cost curve. Three things strike me about this discussion. First, I think that giving more health care than 
people need or deserve is not the source of the problem, but rather it is that we pay higher prices for, in 
many instances, less care than people need. Our prices are completely out of line, compared with other 
countries. We need much more discussion on the amount we pay for services versus the services we 
provide. Second, while the idea that a premium support or other form of managed competition is the 
solution seems plausible on a theoretical level; such an approach puts the burden on insurers to change the 
way health care is delivered and assumes they have the power to do so. I am skeptical and, frankly, do not 
see much evidence, even in capitated systems, that insurers can pull this off, at least not by themselves. To 
get at the root of the problem, I think we have to talk more about how health care is delivered and who is 
delivering it rather than how we pay for it through insurance. Finally, I believe in the need for a strategic 
plan, and the need for a budget, but a budget implies a limit, and that directly relates to the complex issue 
of enforcement mechanisms. We are not good at enforcing limits; IPAB (Independent Payment Advisory 
Board) is one way, and perhaps the only plausible way. While we certainly can do much better in properly 
allocating health care, I think that for anyone advocating a health care budget, the onus is on them as to 
how to do it. Other countries do it well because they take a systematic approach. It is very difficult to have 
a budget for health care when you only control about half of it, with the other half in the private sector that 
is not budgeted.  

Web Audience Question 

As employees are being asked to pay more out-of-pocket for health care, what role do you see health 
savings accounts playing in the next few years?  

Ceci Connolly 

This question links health savings accounts, high deductible plans and, in general, people having more skin 
in the game in the private sector.  

Maya MacGuineas 

I want to begin by congratulating John Rother for the terrific ideas he has developed over the years on 
addressing health care quality and costs. I completely agree that we have to think more about for whom, 
and how, we subsidize care to better control costs both for individuals and the overall system. Clearly, we 
should subsidize care for needy people according to various income levels, and we should subsidize 
catastrophic coverage. No person should be bankrupt due to health care costs. However, we often subsidize 
the absolutely wrong expenses in this country, which leads to the twin problems of people not being able 
to afford health care, and the health care system being so expensive that it adversely affects the economy 
and the government budget.  

For large-scale, structural changes, there are no guarantees of success, thus many changes should be tried 
to determine what works. Aligning incentives is critically important, especially for insurers to promote a 
better delivery system, and this argues for trying a premium support system. Health insurance exchanges 
also have significant potential. I think that no program can be unlimited relative to the federal 
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government’s costs. I’m not being hard-hearted, but instead recognizing the valid needs of other 
governmental expenditures. The overspending in certain parts of the budget, typically where there isn’t a 
budget constraint, has clearly squeezed out public investments in this country in a way that is already 
permanently damaging the economy. This issue deserves significant future attention. In an era of deficit 
financing, I think we often don’t immediately feel the tradeoffs or recognize unintended ripple effects. We 
all would like more of the benefits we enjoy, but putting these wants into the overall framework highlights 
the many areas we have been starving in our budget for decades. This has real consequences for our 
competitiveness, our economic growth, the strength of the labor market, the well-being of families, the 
prospects for a thriving middle-class, et cetera. I worry about not thinking about constraints where you 
need them. 

Honorable David M. Walker 

I also wish to thank John for his continuing work and his questions today. Prices are clearly an issue, as 
our physicians are paid much more than in other parts of the world, and we have a non-economic 
proliferation of technology that should be addressed. Who delivers care and how it is delivered are clearly 
important considerations. While it is tougher to manage a budget in a fragmented system, we have to think 
about what the different roles of the government ought to be. I would argue that the government should be 
in the business of disease prevention and health promotion (wellness), and universal catastrophic insurance 
coverage, which would provide a much greater ability to manage the budget in alternative ways. Health 
savings accounts and high-deductible plans are going to increase for a number of reasons as a vehicle to 
get people to be more sensitive to health care costs and indirectly to help us finance those additional costs.
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II. What Health Spending Trends can be Discerned in the 
Public & Private Sectors? 

Stephen Zuckerman 

Implications of Public and Private Spending Trends for Policy Choices 

I realize looking at the program that, as the day wears on, you may tire of hearing Urban Institute speakers, 
but I am happy to lead off.  

We heard an interesting first session on federal budget policy and health spending. Shifting gears 
somewhat, I will try to provide a health economist’s perspective on the health care system, emphasizing 
the multi-payer context for coverage and spending trends (recent and projected); talk about current efforts 
aimed at cost containment; and discuss how these considerations inform future policy choices.  

I’ll begin with a slide that everyone knows, illustrating that while roughly 23% of the population is 
covered by public programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, which certainly account for significant 
spending, we should not forget that most of the people in the U.S. health care system are not covered by 
the public programs (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Coverage Distribution for All Ages in 2012 

 
 

I turn next to slides based on analysis that my colleagues at the Urban Institute, John Holahan and Stacey 
McMorrow, assembled last year that look at the recent slowdown in spending growth and its components 
(Figure 2). The privately insured experienced a spending slowdown in part because the number of people 
who were privately insured went down over the last decade (Figure 3). In fact, spending per enrollee in the 
private sector fell from 9.1% growth in the early part of the 21st century to 4.9% more recently—a 
substantial and important decline that is partly due to structural changes and partly due to the recession. 
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Figure 2. Average Annual Growth Rate of Health Consumption Expenditures, 2000-2011 

 
 
Figure 3. Average Annual Growth Rate of Health Spending and Enrollment for the Privately 
Insured, 2000-2011  

 

The slowdown was also fairly dramatic for Medicare spending, but the important point here is that instead 
of enrollment reductions witnessed in the private sector, we see enrollment growth as more people reach 
Medicare eligibility age (Figure 4). In recent years, Medicare growth per enrollee was actually slower than 
growth per enrollee in the private sector! The aging and disability of the population obviously causes the 
enrollment growth, but we should not lose sight of the fact that spending per enrollee is a measure of 
efficiency, and Medicare is actually doing better than the private sector. 
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Figure 4. Average Annual Growth Rate in Medicare Health Spending and Enrollment, 2000-2011  

 
 

Indeed, Medicaid, the system caring for the poorest population, with their attendant health needs, has had 
an even larger growth in enrollment, partly as a result of the recession, partly as a result of eligibility 
expansions prior to the ACA (Affordable Care Act) (Figure 5). Yet Medicaid has done even better than 
Medicare in slowing the growth of per enrollee spending. 

Figure 5. Average Annual Growth Rate for Medicaid Health Spending and Enrollment, 2000-2011  
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In the future, enrollment growth will continue to be higher in Medicare than in the private sector, although 
some of the growth in private health insurance enrollment will stem from new ACA coverage (Figure 6). 
Medicare will continue to grow as the population ages, and Medicaid will grow significantly as the 
Medicaid program expands under the ACA, but, importantly, the CMS (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services) actuaries’ projections indicate that, per enrollee, both Medicare and Medicaid spending will 
grow more slowly than private sector spending. From a micro-level standpoint, rather than at the macro-
budgetary level, public health spending is a function of rapid growth in enrollment and low growth in 
spending per enrollee. How we manage that enrollment leads to different policy directions than dwelling 
on controlling spending per se. 

Figure 6. Average Projected Annual Growth Rate for Health Spending by Payer, 2012-2021 

 

The ACA was compared to putting a new wing on a building that is heavily mortgaged. Yet, according to 
CBO (Congressional Budget Office) estimates, it was funded much more than Medicare Part D, and I 
honestly don’t believe the ACA suggests that people are hitting the pause button on cost containment, 
especially as we see spending growth fall. Considering health plan competition in the marketplace, 
Medicare payment controls, the excise tax on the high-cost, employer-sponsored plans, accountable care 
organizations, medical home demonstrations, dual eligible demonstrations, state innovation models, 
readmission disincentives for hospitals, et cetera, et cetera, it should be clear that the ACA did not ignore 
health care costs, it was not only a coverage expansion bill, and that it was in fact paid for.  

The private sector is also experimenting to reduce cost growth. The spending data indicate that private 
insurers have not controlled spending as well as the public sector, and, as John Rother noted, private 
insurers do not have sufficient leverage to drive provider prices down. A new IOM (Institute of Medicine) 
report investigated a geographic value index as a way of adjusting payments in Medicare. One very 
interesting result is that geographic variation in Medicare spending is due to variation in the volume of 
services provided, whereas on the private side, geographic spending variation is driven much more by 
geographic variation in the prices that insurers pay to providers. This argues strongly that there is 
significant variation in the markets around the U.S. where insurers do not have the ability to control prices. 

To further make this point, consider MedPAC’s (Medicare Payment Advisory Commission) analysis of 
potential cost shifting in hospitals (Figure 7). They divided markets into those where hospitals are 
receiving low margins on their non-Medicare patients (high pressure markets), and those receiving high 
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margins. Non-Medicare margins differ significantly—where insurers put pressure on the hospitals, 
hospitals lose money on their non-Medicare patients. Where there is no or low pressure on hospitals, they 
make a substantial amount of money. Standardized costs in those high pressure markets are lower per 
discharge, so it appears that where payers are paying hospitals less (this is a combination of Medicaid, 
private and the uninsured), hospitals are spending less.  

Figure 7. 2009 MedPAC Analysis Shows Financial Pressure Contains Costs 

 
 

This comes as no surprise to economists that when hospitals have less revenue they are able to figure out 
ways to lower their costs. The historical record very clear: they did it when DRGs (Diagnosis Related 
Groups) were implemented, and I expect they will do it as ACOs (Accountable Care Organizations) 
seriously take hold. This shows that in the markets where hospital costs are lower Medicare margins are 
higher, and in the markets where cost pressure on hospitals is less and costs are higher, Medicare is the less 
generous payer. I think it is very important to understand the interaction between the public and private 
sectors. 

Innovation is occurring well beyond the ACA. The AHIP (America’s Health Insurance Plans) website 
illustrates that across the country (admittedly, there is substantial variation in these programs), we are 
seeing patient centered medical homes, accountable care models, bundled/episode-of-care payments, and 
global payments being implemented to one degree or another (Figure 8). To wit, the patient centered 
medical home initiative is very large in Maryland under CareFirst, we have alternative quality contracts in 
Massachusetts, and there is significant activity directed toward the triple aim of improving quality, 
providing better health, and lowering costs. I think all of this activity, via the ACA and in the private 
sector, could radically be changing cost trends over time.  

Nevertheless, even after the ACA, Medicare can and should contribute more to deficit control. Bob 
Berenson, John Holahan, and I wrote a paper earlier this year analyzing Medicare budget options and how 
Medicare costs could be controlled while preserving current benefits and protecting beneficiaries. We 
argued that the obligations can be shared among current and future beneficiaries, plans, providers, and tax 
payers. High enrollment growth suggests that people will need to pay slightly more in payroll taxes to fund 
that enrollment growth. There is likely a limit to the amount of efficiency that can be wrung out of the 
system (please consult the paper for details). 
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a major difference in spending between the U.S. and European countries is due to our much higher 
payment per unit of service. 

The system could be fundamentally altered by changing the tax treatment of employer-paid premiums. 
People have talked about eliminating the tax exclusion (well beyond the ACA “Cadillac tax”) for many 
years, and I could not agree more that tax treatment of employer contributions is silly when you consider 
that those premiums are compensation, just as wages are compensation. However, for over 60 years we 
have built an employer health insurance system on the basis that this special tax treatment of premiums 
would continue. Simply trying to eliminate the tax exclusion is probably not reasonable, but certainly 
limiting the tax exclusion makes very good sense. I wrote a paper showing that we could raise about $240 
billion in revenue over 10 years and still preserve about 93% of the tax exclusion.  

In conclusion, private health spending per person in recent years has grown faster than per person spending 
in the public sector, and this behavior continues in the projections. There is substantial activity in both the 
public and private sectors around cost containment, but I think the jury is still out for the future. I view 
myself much more as an evaluator than a forecaster, so I am not going to make an economic forecast. The 
early indications look positive and those projections could very well change for the better as we witness 
the impact of patient centered medical homes and ACOs over time. At this point I think we really do not 
know. The health care system is enormously complex, which is not something anyone in this room needs 
to hear. Simple fixes are likely to have unintended consequences and crudely limiting health spending to 
(e.g., a given share of GDP or GDP plus some percentage growth) raises the question of how this would be 
done. There are many policy levers, and you have to ask how this would work. 

 

Chapin White 

The Structural Spending Slowdown 

Thanks very much for inviting me to speak today. I am a senior researcher at the Center for Studying 
Health System Change, and for about five years before that I was at the Congressional Budget Office 
during the ACA (Affordable Care Act) budget scoring. The CBO mentality is steeped into my brain and 
will, I’m sure, show up during this presentation.  

The central question engaging us at this symposium today is whether slow health spending growth is a 
cyclical blip or structural? With the given title of my talk, I suppose I’ve revealed any mystery! I will 
discuss three big questions this morning. 

1. Is the recent slow growth in Medicare spending a hangover from the recession or have structural 
factors changed the program? 

2. Does the ACA include significant cost-containing elements, or will it lead to a spending rebound? 

3. What about long-term projections? We are accustomed to hearing that long-term health spending 
is the iceberg, and the federal budget is the Titanic; are we doomed to go down with the ship? 

Spending growth in Medicare has recently been quite slow. I don’t believe this is due to the recession. 
Medicare is a fundamentally different program today than it was back in the 1960s and 1970s. Most 
importantly, it is different in the way it pays medical providers. In the “good old days,” that is, from the 
point-of-view of doctors and hospitals, Medicare was essentially a blank check—whatever hospitals spent, 
whatever wages they paid, or technology they adopted, Medicare would reimburse their costs.  

Today Medicare is prospectively setting prices in a price-conscious way, definitely more aggressively than 
private insurers. Physicians formerly set their own rates (remember “usual, customary and reasonable”?), 
now they are paid under a fee schedule, and the sustainable growth rate system (SGR) is setting a global 
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budget on physician payments in Medicare. Say what you like about the SGR, but it has clamped down on 
Medicare spending for physician services. Even though the SGR has been overridden, physician fees have 
been growing very slowly in Medicare. 

Figure 1 shows the long-term trend in Medicare excess growth; that is, Medicare’s spending per 
beneficiary in excess of gross domestic product (GDP) per capita growth, using a five-year average. I’ve 
left out Medicare Part D, which accounts for many trillions of dollars of unfunded liability. If Part D 
spending was included, you would see a large blip in 2006; it clearly represents a structural change with 
Medicare taking on a new obligation. I’ve also assumed an SGR “fix” with physician fees growing based 
on the Medicare Economic Index. 

Figure 1. Medicare Excess Growth Has Slowed  

 

This is the trend for hospital and physician spending, the core of the traditional Medicare benefit program. 
Obviously, there is a general downward trend in Medicare excess spending growth. We can’t look at the 
patient side to explain these changes. Medicare beneficiaries are actually paying a smaller share out-of-
pocket for the services they receive today than they were in the 1960s and 1970s. What has changed is how 
providers are paid—constrained payment rates and greater use of bundled payment systems. This has 
materially impacted spending trends in the program. 

How will the ACA affect spending trends in Medicare and in the health system more broadly? For 
Medicare, the ACA is pressing harder on the brakes by, most importantly, imposing “productivity 
adjustments,” a euphemism for year-over-year price cuts for all providers except physicians. Each year 
Medicare updates the prices it pays in the fee-for-service programs, taking market basket inflation into 
account. As of 2011, Medicare is subtracting roughly 1 percentage point each year for a productivity 
adjustment. The payment system assumes that providers are able to produce 1% more in real output each 
year, with the same inputs, due to knowledge and process improvements. This is now permanently baked 
into Medicare’s payment systems so hospitals and nursing homes, et cetera will see productivity gains in 
line with the rest of the economy. This produces large savings for Medicare and is a substantial funding 
source for the ACA coverage expansions. The productivity adjustment (a blunt, across-the-board, 1 
percentage point per year price cut) is not very sexy and does not get much attention, but it will have a 
profound effect on Medicare spending trends.  

Source: Author’s calculations using CBO (Feb 2013 Medicare baseline). Notes: Excludes Part D, excess relative to 
potential GDP, assumes MEI fix to SGR.
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The ACA enacted many other measures that are more fun to discuss (fun if you are a Medicare geek like I 
am!) such as: post-acute care bundling; value-based payment modifiers; hospital readmission penalties; 
and ACOs. These initiatives work at the margins and generally don’t go to the heart of the spending trend, 
but they are akin to planting flags in unchartered territories for major future steps. To reiterate, the major 
spending impact today stems from the productivity adjustments. 

Figure 2 shows the same spending graph displayed in Figure 1, but extends it out 10 years using CBO 
projections to complete the picture. The general downward trend in Medicare excess cost growth is 
projected to continue, largely because of those productivity adjustments in the ACA. Between now (the 
vertical green line) and 2024, CBO is projecting that Medicare spending growth per beneficiary will 
actually be lower than growth in GDP per capita; that is, negative excess growth! This makes budget 
analysts’ minds explode; negative excess Medicare spending growth is not something we are used to 
analyzing. The only other time it happened was around 2000 because of the Balanced Budget Act (BBA). 
After slamming on the brakes with the BBA, Congress hit its collective head on the dashboard and then 
returned money to providers. Nevertheless, the BBA had profound effects, and the ACA follows in that 
spirit, but starts from a more constrained payment environment. 

Figure 2. Medicare Slowdown Projected to Continue  

 

What about the broad effects of ACA? There are going to be approximately 30 million more people with 
insurance coverage, which could certainly add fuel to the health spending fire, but I don’t think it will. 
Besides reducing Medicare payments, ACA shifts a large population into Medicaid, and moves individuals 
into exchange plans. In both cases, those health plans will be reimbursing providers in a much more stingy 
way than is typical of today’s private insurers. Physicians and hospitals will rightly see these large 
enrollment shifts from employer-sponsored insurance to Medicaid and exchange plans as negatively 
impacting their revenue streams. Also, the “Cadillac tax,” which begins in 2018, imposes a hard ceiling on 
employer-sponsored insurance premiums, and I believe that spillover effects from Medicare cuts will also 
constrain private prices. Despite the large-scale coverage expansions, how providers are paid is a critical 
factor for spending trends and, I think, will effectively counteract the cost pressures resulting from 
increased coverage. 

Source: Author’s calculations using CBO (Feb 2013 Medicare baseline). Notes: Excludes Part D, excess relative to 
potential GDP, assumes MEI fix to SGR.
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Will Medicare spending growth rebound in the long-term? Reading between the lines, CBO says “yes,” 
and has built a rebound into their long-term projections. The CMS Office of the Actuary (OACT) also 
predicts a rebound. I’ve reviewed the Trustees Report in detail, and they estimate that the productivity 
adjustments to Medicare prices will result in providers closing shop because of underpayments and exiting 
the program, refusing to serve Medicare beneficiaries. And they project that further into the future—2024 
and beyond—volume in the Medicare program is expected to spike, and spending growth is predicted to 
follow along. This makes no sense to me. While I certainly appreciate the access concerns of Medicare 
beneficiaries caused by price cuts, I don’t understand how that is consistent with projecting a higher 
spending growth rate. 

Figure 3 recycles the same spending graph but extends it out another 10 to 12 years, again using CBO 
projections of Medicare excess costs growth. Note that CBO uses a fundamentally different projection 
methodology for the next 10 years versus the 11th year and beyond. For the latter period, they revert to 
rules of thumb governing excess cost growth assumptions based on very long-run spending trends. 

Figure 3. The Assumed Long-Term Rebound  

 

We see a clear V-shape pattern in these trends. In the good old days–or, the bad old days, depending on 
whether you are a budget analyst or a hospital executive–Medicare spending growth was extremely high. 
As I’ve emphasized above, the Medicare spending trajectory has radically changed, fallen like a rock, and 
this is projected to continue. Yet, when CBO projects for the very long run, they use the very long-run 
historical trend as their basis, so they naturally project a future growth spike. There is no strong analytical 
support for this projection methodology. I have great respect for CBO, and there isn’t an obviously better 
way to do it. (And I give OACT a great deal of credit in their efforts to be transparent in how they generate 
their assumptions, thus providing lots of material for people like me to come up with friendly critiques.) 

However, I think we need to scrutinize why CBO and OACT think high Medicare spending growth would 
return around 2024. The unfunded Medicare liabilities and adverse budgetary compounding that we have 
discussed today occur far into the future, but the basis for those assumptions and resulting predictions is 
shaky at best. I understand the use of long-run rules of thumb to project future trends, but further 
inspection and analysis of these methods is certainly warranted. 

Source: Author’s calculations using CBO (Feb 2013 Medicare baseline, and 2012 LTBO). Notes: Excludes Part D, 
excess relative to potential GDP, assumes MEI fix to SGR.
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To reiterate, Medicare is structurally different today, and the key difference is how providers are paid. The 
ACA is taking further steps to tighten Medicare payments through the productivity adjustments and a raft 
of other payment reforms. Health care cost growth has been historically unsustainable and, to be “snarky,” 
if something is unsustainable, that means it will change—that is the meaning of unsustainable! It is not a 
question of whether health spending trends are going to change, but rather when, and I suggest that “when” 
might be now. 

Of course, much depends on what we do going forward and whether we keep policies in place that “keep 
the screws on.” If, specifically, we retain the productivity adjustments in the ACA, if we keep the Cadillac 
tax in place, if we follow through on some or all of the experimental payment reforms, then spending 
growth will remain slow. Conversely, if we repeal IPAB and the elements listed above, growth will spike 
back up. It is up to us at this point as to whether we keep spending in a sustainable range or we let the 
trends return to the bad old days of excess cost growth.  

 
 

Session II. Questions and Answers 
Ceci Connolly 

I want to ask about the exchanges, both the 51 public exchanges that are slated to go on-line October 1, 
2013, and the private exchanges that are springing up in this country. A growing number of large 
employers are putting their workers and early retirees into private exchanges. Do either of you see 
exchanges as the way forward in terms of pricing and financial alignment of incentives? 

Chapin White 

Let me lay out the key features of the exchanges. They are based on a managed competition construct with 
private plans competing for enrollees, and enrollees receiving a fixed-dollar subsidy. If individuals enroll 
in a generous plan, one with low cost sharing and a broad network, they pay 100% of the marginal cost of 
that generous plan. That is the Enthovian managed competition dream; that is, to instill price sensitivity for 
people selecting insurance plans. It is radically different from the current, employer-sponsored insurance 
situation where there is roughly a 40% unlimited subsidy for broad and generous coverage. The exchanges 
have that managed competition feature and, as a result, there should be vigorous competition among the 
insurers who offer plans. As people move out of employer-sponsored coverage into the exchanges, I 
expect reduced total spending because these plans will pay lower prices to providers, there will likely be 
higher cost sharing, and less expensive ways of delivering care will emerge. 

Stephen Zuckerman 

I will add that the exchange prices are going to be visible to potential subscribers, which will lead to 
different pricing behavior by insurers. We have already seen that the medical loss ratio requirements have 
led not only to rebates, but also to surprised reactions from people who see unexpectedly low quotes for 
private health insurance and wonder, “What have I been paying for all these years?” I think transparency in 
this context will be very valuable. 

Audience Question 

A point made earlier in the presentation noted the interaction between public and private payers relative to 
provider rate setting, and the issues of cost shifting, with providers potentially dropping out of public 
programs, and the changing, market power landscape. This seems to argue for establishing some form of 
all-payer rate setting. To what extent do you see such a move as desirable and plausible? 

Stephen Zuckerman 

I am not shy about crawling out on the all-payer ledge! If providers consolidate and amass market power 
over payers, thus precluding these payers from aggressively negotiating rates (that is, using the kind of 
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market power that Medicare has to set lower prices), we may need to consider an all-payer rate setting 
approach. Economists think price controls are horrible, but they are one response to market failure, and 
there is already evidence of such market failure in some areas. 

Ceci Connolly 

But isn’t the experience in Maryland right now a cautionary tale when it comes to rate setting? 

Stephen Zuckerman 

There are always these troubling issues of “regulatory capture,” but it doesn’t make sense to simply rule-
out consideration of all-payer rate setting. As a comparison, while the Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) has 
never been implemented, the constant threat has almost certainly led to Medicare prices growing slowly. 
Thinking about all-payer rate setting as one of the tools in negotiating with providers does not bother me 
that much. 

Charles Roehrig 

I’m curious about the Medicare productivity adjustment and maintaining very stingy rate increases for 
hospitals. Is the private sector going to follow this lead, resulting in falling hospital prices and lower 
hospital employment or wages? Will overall prices be affected, or are we going to see the private/public 
wedge grow to the point where it is untenably large? 

Chapin White 

I’ll respond by tying your question to the excellent all-payer one.  

Prices paid by private health plans have been growing at an unsustainable rate, which explains rising 
premiums. (As an aside, I am very appreciative of the work done by the Healthcare Cost Institute, which is 
finally attaching numbers to trends that have been obvious to people who spend time talking to hospitals 
and health plan representatives.) If private health plans cannot get a handle on the prices they are paying, 
enrollment in employer-sponsored insurance will continue to dwindle, and people will migrate to the 
exchanges. Many of those exchange plans will be Medicaid managed care products that begin with a 
Medicaid payment rate base, and thus will be much more affordable. The system will react to inordinately 
high prices in one area with people flowing into another.  

I wrote a paper on cost shifting that investigates what happens when Medicare cuts hospital prices. It 
appears that private payments actually go down somewhat, but at the same time, that salubrious effect of 
Medicare price cuts comes off a base where private prices are growing perhaps one-half or one percentage 
point a year faster than Medicare. There is a growing wedge between private and Medicare prices since 
private price growth only partially falls relative to Medicare prices. This also is unsustainable.  

There are “kinder, gentler” paths to all-payer rate setting. One approach is to establish an out-of-network 
payment limit. In a Health Affairs blog, Robert Murray argues that instead of regulating in-network prices 
between health plans and providers, you could limit what providers can charge for out-of-network services. 
Finally, Medicare fee-for-service, which uses administered prices, competes with the Medicare Advantage 
program. This is a form of rate setting where a publicly administered price-setting plan is in competition 
with private plans that are free to negotiate whatever prices they can. This set-up combines administered 
price setting with competition. 

Stephen Zuckerman 

If you go out of network in Medicare Advantage, the provider cannot be paid more than the fee-for-service 
rate. That policy is already in place in Medicare Advantage.  

Ceci Connolly 

Charlie was also asking how providers react to this environment and price pressure. In our experience, 
dealing with many providers, hospitals, and health systems across the country, we see behavior fall into 
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three categories. There are those who are simply reacting by passing on costs, raising prices, and upping 
utilization, determined to hang on to the fee-for-service system as long as possible and squeeze as much as 
possible from it. A second group is going after low hanging fruit, clamping down on readmissions, finding 
inefficiencies in their systems where they can tighten up their belts and suspenders. There is a third, very 
small category, where they are actually beginning fundamental transformation of the way in which they 
deliver care, and whether they call themselves an ACO, or they are embracing bundles or episodic 
payment, they are truly striving for integrated, coordinated care. From our perspective, the central question 
is how many can we incite to jump into that third pool, because many other changes amount to moving the 
chairs on the Titanic’s decks. That is our perspective gleaned from the providers. 

Geoffrey Sandler, Senior Actuary for Health Policy, Aetna  

I would like to raise a general question about the impact of quality ratings and bonuses. We talk about 
negotiating prices in an adversarial arrangement, but programs such as Medicare now have the star rating 
system. With ACOs and bundled payment approaches, there is an upfront negotiation around prices, but 
there are also bonuses on the backend. How effective do you think this process will be in the long-term in 
squeezing out inefficiencies and providing better quality at a given price level? 

Stephen Zuckerman 

Whether it is ACOs or bundled payments, providers are being offered an incentive to hit quality targets, 
and perhaps to also keep spending down, but I am not sure what Act 2 will be. There are shared savings 
among the payers and providers, but, “turning the page,” will the payers come back to the providers and 
demand additional savings, in each subsequent period, given that quality standards are met? With ACOs 
getting, in a broad sense, bonuses through shared savings, will Medicare, or private payers using total cost-
of-care contracts, come back to the providers and say, “You are going to get less next year?” And, will the 
providers say, “OK, that is reasonable?” This is the part of the story that I don’t believe we yet know. 

Web Audience Question  

What is your perspective on consolidation of providers? Paul Ginsburg is in the audience and hopefully he 
will weigh-in on this question. 

Chapin White 

Provider consolidation is a serious problem for private health plans, but not for Medicare, which is a price 
setter (which everyone seems eager to take!). I don’t know how this will play out in the long-run. 
Consolidation on the provider side and on the health plan side has progressed rather dramatically. It seems 
clear that having only one hospital system and one insurer in each market is not sustainable. 

Paul Ginsburg, President, Center for Studying Health System Change 

I did not plant that question on the Web, but I am pleased to join the panel! I think Chapin perfectly 
painted the big picture of the movement of people into exchange plans, into Medicaid managed care, and 
also into altered employer plans as employers respond to the counter attacks. One way they will respond is 
by narrowing their networks. Frankly, I do not think we will see any broad network plans seven to eight 
years from now. I expect a more competitive health care market in many locations. There will be tools to 
facilitate this and, as Steve notes, rate setting will lurk in the background. For those communities where 
consolidation has been extensive, these forces cannot work and perhaps rate setting will be pulled out of 
the closet—not market by market, but more likely it will go state by state. I agree with Chapin that Bob 
Murray’s idea is very intriguing as a way to avoid regulating the contracted rates between payers and 
providers and instead regulate the out-of-network rates so that the rate setters do not have to get into 
excruciating detail. The bundled payment approaches and the ACOs can all go forward without any 
concern that a particular structure of rate setting is going to freeze in today’s payment technology. 

Ceci Connolly 

I will go way out on a limb to say in closing that I agree with Paul, which is usually a safe position to take!  
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III. A New Basis for Forecasting Long-Term Health Spending: 
Federal Budget Implications  

Gene Steuerle 

Better Ways of Estimating and Projecting Health Spending Growth 

My narrow goal this morning is to convince those of you who analyze national health care spending that 
the focus on the “excess cost” variable is misplaced. It’s often the wrong (dependent) variable to be 
analyzing both for theoretical and practical reasons. The better variable for many purposes is the 
percentage of per capita income growth in the economy that is being absorbed by the per capita growth in 
health care costs. We know that the excess cost variable—the percentage of health spending in excess of 
gross domestic product (GDP)—can’t remain forever as a constant above the growth in GDP more 
generally. Moreover, the converse of the excess cost variable—spending for items other than health care—
needs to grow at an ever decreasing rate, eventually becoming negative, as long as the excess cost variable 
remained constant and positive. 

These considerations lead to a more technical presentation than one normally gives at a conference, but I 
will press on knowing that this is a particularly sophisticated audience. I conclude that when health care 
spending growth is framed in my preferred way, then the excess cost variable will decline as long as health 
care captures a constant share of GDP (or per capita GDP) growth above its current average.  

More generally, the traditional excess cost variable is declining now for three likely reasons:   

1. It usually does post-recession, and it is doing so this time;  

2. As the health care spending base grows, it becomes progressively more difficult for the excess rate 
to stay constant—to not fall; and 

3. With low GDP growth, we expect health care spending growth to fall also, for a variety of reasons, 
including that health care spending is endogenous to the GDP trend. 

Thus, we shouldn’t be surprised by falling excess cost growth nor should we leap to the conclusion that 
any such decline means an end to many of our health cost problems.    

Let’s now look at some of the data. 

Figure 1 is a typical slide on cost growth.  

Figure 2 provides a cyclical perspective, with recessions identified. It shows clearly that the traditional 
excess cost growth measure has fallen in the aftermath of every recession. Part of this behavior should be 
seen as a reaction to inflated health care spending growth during a recession, as real health spending 
growth requires quite significant declines in non-health spending when overall income is not rising.   
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Figure 5. Annual Changes in National Health Expenditures per Capita versus Median Household 
Money Income per Household Member, 1980-2011 

 
 

Figure 6 further investigates the relationship between the excess cost growth measure that analysts 
typically use and my preferred health spending share of per capita growth variable. Assuming that health 
spending is 18% of GDP, and population growth is 0.9% per year (roughly current levels), the graph shows 
that as GDP growth slows, at any given level of excess cost growth, health spending must absorb a 
growing share of the economy. For example, with GDP growth of 4 percent, excess cost growth can be at 3 
percent yet still leave health spending’s share of per capita growth at about one-third. If GDP growth drops 
to 2 ½ percent, then 3 percent excess cost growth requires that health spending absorb about half of all per 
capita spending growth.    

Figure 6. Excess Cost Growth vs. Health Spending’s Share of per Capita Economic Growth 
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By flipping the two axes, Figure 7 may provide a clearer perspective. Suppose GDP growth is only 1%. 
With excess cost growth of 1%, translating to per capita numbers, health care spending absorbs more than 
100% of income growth in the economy. To reiterate, the main point is that as GDP growth slows, it’s only 
natural (indeed, mathematically required) for excess cost growth to slow down, holding constant the extent 
to which health is absorbing a constant share of income growth in the economy.  

Figure 7. Excess Cost Growth vs. Health Spending’s Share of per Capita Economic Growth 

 
 

For the truly brave, the relevant equations are shown in Figure 8. I wish to encourage those of you who are 
doing such estimations to test your equations by using my suggested measure as the dependent variable 
rather than excess cost growth. 

Figure 8. Excess Cost Equations 

 
 

My conclusion is that for most analyses, the share of per capita of GDP growth being absorbed by per 
capita health growth is a superior variable to excess cost growth in trying to determine the health sector’s 
dynamic role in the economy. Should we, then, be surprised by the recent reduction in excess cost growth? 
The marginal framework I’ve presented makes clear that excess cost growth is very likely to decline: 

▲ Cyclically after its rapid growth during a recession; 

▲ As the health spending base grows, e.g., now representing 18% of GDP rather than 10%; and 
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▲ When per capita GDP growth slows (keep in mind here the endogeneity of growth in real health 
goods and services as a measure of growth in all goods and services). 

Yet its decline does not necessarily mean any reduction in the share of per capita income growth being 
absorbed by per capita health spending.   

A final caveat is in order. When we project from the past into the future, the past includes actual legal 
policy changes. Nonetheless, when the CMS actuaries or Congressional Budget Office staff estimate 
growth in the future, they must treat future legal policy changes as exogenous. Such estimates (not 
projections, only conditional estimates) assume that new policies would not be implemented even when a 
present course is unsustainable. Please keep in mind this potential for inconsistency when using past rates 
of growth, including endogenous government reactions to economic pressures, to project into the future.   

A final comment relates to other studies that try to determine whether excess cost growth has slowed based 
on various efficiency efforts currently being implemented. I don’t disagree with that method of analysis, 
but keep in mind that such improvements come about because the very types of budget pressures I noted 
here, particularly the pressure on wages and non-health goods and services. Thus, these pressures create 
the environment in which the private and public sector act to constrain costs as the base of health costs 
grows. This creates a feedback loop, as measures to constrain budgets, even sometimes when done poorly, 
induce the private sector to adopt efficiency improvements they might otherwise ignore. 

 Put another way, I think the theoretical explanation I provide here explains why the types of cost growth 
slowdown factors found by David Cutler and others become increasingly important. But my point is 
broader still. Even if these researchers fail to identify exactly the particular slowdown factors, they still 
would come into existence. The budget constraints faced by private and public sector actors induce the 
higher adoption rate of efficiency improvements, both those known as potential but ignored for a long 
time, and new ones invented by creative minds. 

 

Charles Roehrig 

Health Spending Share Income Growth: 30% – Is This an Asymptote? Is It 
Sustainable? 

Let me start by thanking the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for their financial support and Paul 
Hughes-Cromwick for his efforts in organizing this event and creating such a wonderful cast of presenters. 

You heard Gene Steuerle make the case for paying attention to the share of the growth in real per capita 
gross domestic product (GDP) that is captured by health spending. He previously made this case in a blog 
published on the Altarum Health Policy Forum, and he followed it up with a presentation at Princeton. He 
has certainly convinced me. I am going to call it the marginal share to distinguish it from the 18% 
cumulative share we are accustomed to discussing.  

I built upon Gene’s work by eliminating the noise in the annual series of this marginal share caused by 
business cycles. It revealed, somewhat astonishingly to me, that the marginal share rose steadily from 1965 
through 1985, where it hit about 30%, and then stayed more or less constant for the next 25 years. It 
appears that there is a macro-health spending variable with some stability in it! That is my initial finding, 
and I will show you exactly how it was derived. You may conclude that I am dreaming, but at the very 
least you will understand exactly how I arrived at this conclusion. 

If we continue at this 30% asymptote, and the economy follows the 1.5% real per capita growth projected 
by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), we are currently on about a GDP + 1 path for health spending. 
However, this is slowly declining and will eventually go to zero. The cumulative health spending share of 
GDP is about 18% and heading for 30%, but arrives there very slowly. 
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Is this 30% marginal share sustainable? As Gene notes, it is mathematically sustainable. I will address its 
sustainability with respect to the federal budget, which is how we have chosen to define sustainable health 
spending in our Center for Sustainable Health Spending. Hint: This marginal level severely stresses the 
federal budget. 

A final result to emphasize in advance: The 30% share is not “Planck’s constant”—it is affected by factors 
such as the aging population and federal budget constraints. But it does provide a meaningful baseline for 
speculation about future health spending growth. 

Figure 1 presents the annual raw data on the marginal share of GDP growth taken up by health spending. 
There are negative numbers because in recessions the growth in real per capita GDP shrinks while real per 
capita health spending never shrinks. Clearly, this chart is too noisy to reveal much about underlying 
trends. 
 
Figure 1. 

 
 

The first adjustment I made was to remove the business cycle effect from the denominator by using the 
Congressional Budget Office measure of potential GDP (PGDP) in place of GDP. This makes a substantial 
difference as shown in Figure 2. There are no negative numbers and a pattern of growth emerges. As Tom 
Getzen has shown, business cycles also affect health spending, although it is lagged and quite gradual. 
When you eliminate the business cycle effects on health spending, the marginal share chart is smoother 
still, rising from about 10% in 1965 and approaching 30% in 1985 (Figure 3). There is still remaining 
noise, primarily associated with the managed care era and its backlash. Averaging over these two periods 
produces an average marginal share of 27%.  
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Figure 2. 

 
 
 
Figure 3.  

 
 

Figure 4 shows the marginal share in 5-year intervals except for a 15-year interval that encompasses the 
managed care and backlash eras. It illustrates steady growth up to 29% in the 1985 to 1990 period, 27% 
during the managed care and backlash period, and 31% since. This is my case for claiming a 30% 
asymptote. As above, it is not a physical constant of the universe but it makes you wonder about a future in 
which it remains constant. 
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Figure 4. Health Spending Share of GDP Growth: Real Per Capita with Business Cycle Effects 
Removed 

 
 

As Gene’s equations demonstrate, when the marginal share is fixed, excess growth in health spending 
depends on the rate of growth in GDP. That is:  

▲ Health = GDP x (1 + α) = GDP + α x GDP 

▲ The “excess” growth rate is α x GDP  

▲ α is equal to the share of growth (30%?) over the cumulative share (18% currently) minus one ( = 
0.7) 

At a 30% marginal share, and assuming 1.5% per capita real, long run, GDP growth, health spending 
growth is currently at GDP + 1, would shrink to GDP + 0.8 in 2025, and to GDP + 0.5 in 2050. Perhaps we 
have indeed bent the cost curve in terms of excess growth, and Gene has given you some of the logic for 
that.  

What about the cumulative share of GDP? If you plot those data, you get what is essentially a straight line 
from 1965 to the present (Figure 5). This provides no clues about where it might be headed, although 
clearly the linear trend is not sustainable because it eventually zooms past 100%. 
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Figure 5. Cumulative Share of GDP with Linear Trend 

 

Assume the marginal share statistic stays at 30% off into the future. Figure 6 shows the resulting health 
spending share of GDP under the assumption of 1.5% real per capita GDP growth. Here, at last, is a long-
term projection of the health spending share of GDP that has at least some empirical support. While we 
obviously don’t know if we will stay at 30%, we have had roughly 25 years of experience close to this 
level. 

Figure 6. Cumulative Share of GDP at 30 Percent Asymptote and 1.5 Percent Growth in Real per 
Capita GDP 
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Next, I turn to whether this 30% marginal share is sustainable. We know it is mathematically sustainable, 
but what about our societal ability to afford it? Previous studies have examined sustainability in terms of 
excess growth rates. For any fixed, positive, excess growth rate, there is a point in time at which the health 
spending share of GDP growth rises to 100% and beyond. It has been suggested that the level of excess 
growth becomes unsustainable at that point. There is also a point in time when a fixed rate is a 
mathematical impossibility. Focusing on the share of GDP growth rather than excess growth avoids both 
of these sustainability limits.  

However, a given, fixed share, for example 30%, may not be sustainable in terms of federal government 
financing. In our center we have defined sustainability as being the rate of growth in health care spending 
that in the long run coincides with what the federal government can afford in terms of living up to its 
commitments to fund Medicare, Medicaid, and the subsidies required under the new health care insurance 
exchanges. This definition forms the basis of my analysis. 

Between now and 2035, the 30% asymptote implies average growth of about GDP + 0.8. Is this financially 
sustainable (affordable) for the federal government? I begin by assuming a balanced (primary) budget by 
2035. 

Figure 7 presents my Triangle of Painful Choices construct. The horizontal axis displays the percentage of 
GDP going toward federal tax revenues. Note that 20% is the highest level that it has ever reached, and the 
historical average is roughly 18.5%.  

Figure 7. Triangle of Painful Choices; Policy Options for a Balanced Budget in 2035 

 

The vertical axis shows the percentage of GDP in 2035 devoted to national defense and other non-health 
spending (not including social security and interest, which I am putting at 6.3% and holding fixed in all 
scenarios).  
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The 45-degree lines represent the rate of increase in health care spending relative to GDP. I should 
emphasize that this represents national health spending, not only federal health spending. There are many 
assumptions and extensive modeling behind this analysis that I will skip for this presentation, but the 
essence is that this triangle allows us to determine what would be a sustainable rate of increase in health 
spending for different choices we confront for tax revenues and non-health federal spending. As you will 
see below, the Region of Tri-Shared Pain, demonstrates graphically a region that would represent for the 
nation unchartered territory. 

Return to the question of whether the 30% marginal share is sustainable in this new context. I have already 
noted that this would amount to an average health spending growth rate of GDP + 0.8 between now and 
2035 (see Figure 8). Suppose we dedicate 8% for national defense and non-health spending. Note that this 
is the smallest it has ever been, and that was in the late 1990s when we were not fighting any wars and 
economic growth led to extremely low unemployment. In order to meet the balanced budget requirement 
in 2035, the triangle shows that we would need to generate 23% of GDP in tax revenues. This is well 
above the historical average for tax revenues and also well above the current, medium term path, which is 
about 19%. (I have also roughly plotted the Simpson-Bowles plan on the triangle for illustration, and the 
letters A, B, and C, indicate other outcomes holding non-health and defense spending at 8%, with varying 
degrees of “pain” as less tax revenue translates into increasingly lower health care spending growth.) 

Figure 8. GDP + 0.8 on the Triangle of Painful Choices 

 

The take-home conclusion is that focusing on Gene Steuerle’s marginal share statistic, and assuming it 
stays constant at 30%, implies that we are bending the cost curve in the sense that the excess growth rate is 
at GDP + 1 and slowly falling. However, for this rate to be sustainable, we will need record low future 
spending on national defense and other non-health items, combined with record high tax revenues. 
Achieving this scenario is certainly possible, but it is important to recognize what it represents—uncharted 
territory in at least one critical dimension, as illustrated by the Triangle of Painful Choices. 
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Thomas Getzen 

Lags and Long Run Growth Curves 

Many have asked me since I left the Department of Risk at Temple two years ago, what does emeritus 
mean? In my case, it means I got out with a fully paid retiree health benefit package, which is a very good 
thing. It’s also what I want to discuss today—the cost of that retiree health benefit package for me, but 
more importantly, the cost of that benefit for my daughter and my granddaughter. I should apologize now 
that I work for the Society of Actuaries—you all know actuaries, we take exciting policy issues, boil them 
down to numbers, and then tone it down and make it boring. So please allow me to bore you. 

Charlie Roehrig and I have discussed Figure 1 considerably in our work over the past few years. It 
contrasts total and health care employment, and it clearly demonstrates the extreme variability for the total 
compared with the amazing stability for health care. Health care is extremely inertial; it changes slowly. A 
significant controlling piece of legislation, Medicare, is nearly 50 years old, and that’s a long time. 

Figure 1. Real Spending (Mostly) = Labor 

 

It’s important to state at the outset that there is considerable random noise in these variables. Short-run 
index changes may not mean anything. Cyclical effects further complicate the problem of understanding 
short-run variability. 

Figure 2 shows the respective employment growth rates. We see muted effects on health care jobs during 
the time that we lost 8 million jobs economy-wide. A distributed lag regression for the period from 1960 to 
2010, shows current changes in gross domestic product (GDP) have almost no effect on health spending. 
To realize the full effect takes as long as five or six years. For a different, non-U.S. example, Figure 3 
shows data for Finland. Finland went through a severe recession like ours, the entire economy collapsed, 
and their health care spending dropped in real terms, but it took two or three years. Whether you are a 
politician or a person, you simply don’t immediately respond. 
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Figure 8. U.S. Debt as a Percentage of GDP (Annual) 

 

Here’s the one graph that perhaps none of you have seen before (Figure 9). I believe it is the best article by 
a 1950s contemporary, of the health care spending trend relative to GDP over the preceding 20 years. It 
shows a pretty stable ratio of about 4% of GDP. Instead of the upward straight line that we have had for 
the past 50 years, the best available commentary circa 1958 was a flat trend line.  

 
Figure 9. National Expenditure on Medical Care Expressed as a Percentage of Gross National 
Product, U.S.A., 1929-56 

 
Source: Searle, J.R., “A General Theory of National Expenditure on Medical Care,” The Lancet, 10 
October 1959, p.555. 
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Figure 11. Cumulative Share of GDP at 30 Percent Asymptote and 1.5 Percent Growth in Real Per 
Capita GDP 

 
 

Lest you think that there is no train wreck, consider the 1960s and the Motown sound. What is the latest 
Motown hit? It’s the roughly $5.7 billion in unfunded retiree health liability, significantly larger than the 
$3.5 billion unfunded pension liability. One way we can bend the curve is to say it is going to be 30% of 
growth. That might work but I am not sure.  

What other factors are affecting outcomes? 

We had a sharp spending upturn between 1955 and 1960. Why? Consider marginal benefit and how much 
people are willing to pay for technology in light of disappointing economic growth. Unlike an earlier era, 
when 2 to 3% long-run growth seemed inevitable, young adults today obsess over employment and 
whether an increasing standard of living is a thing of the past. Our income expectations are radically 
diminished.  

I am much more cynical about health care innovation than 40 to 50 years ago. That was the age of miracle 
medicine where we were suddenly able to treat heart disease, kidney dialysis was invented, and so on. 
What are the prospects for true health care innovation today and what share of economic growth will 
people be willing to pay for it?  

How much economic growth can we expect? There is a substantial controversy among economists: Is 
future growth going to be 0%, 1%, 2%, or higher? This underlying income trajectory, coupled with our 
expectations governing medical innovation (plus some less important trends such as population growth, 
aging, and the obesity epidemic), will determine the specific shape of the tail of that health care growth S-
curve.  
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Session III. Questions and Answers 
Mark Freeland, CMS Office of the Actuary (retired) 

This concept of the marginal effect on spending growth has been a long-standing interest at the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Office of the Actuary. In 1988 we published an article about it in 
the HCFA Review; in 2003, David Cutler, Michael Chernew, and Richard Hirth had a landmark piece in 
Health Affairs (updated in 2009); and my former office published another article in 2006. The concept 
highlights critical trends that you miss when you only look at averages. In terms of sustainability, I think 
the analysis must be done at a disaggregated level. For the federal government, what are the spending 
implications not only for national defense, but also interest payments, educational investments, 
infrastructure and so on? We need to examine realistic growth paths for those programs, and also for state 
and local governments, with their unique spending factors. On the private side, as Gene Steuerle pointed 
out, it is very important to look at wages and income distribution. Last year at this conference, Arnie 
Milstein and Len Nichols noted that GDP is not the relevant metric, but rather wages and median income 
are. This is best appreciated as opportunity cost. As long as health care rises faster than wages, it is putting 
pressure on house payments, food purchases, et cetera. I think this session has pulled together some 
extremely important points in looking at the sustainability of health spending.  

Gene Steuerle 

Thanks, Mark, for this very important perspective. Tom mentioned the sigmoidal or S-curve, a biological 
construct that represents the growth of a species—e.g., how when a species starts consuming its food 
supply, its growth often levels out or goes into decline. Our reigning assumption that health spending 
cannot grow more slowly than GDP may be flatly wrong. If we truly wish to, for instance, invest more in 
our children’s education or in jobs because of severe problems in the labor market, we might need lower 
health care cost growth. This might occur at any level of economic growth.  

As a related point, it’s worth noting that one deleterious effect of a universal health system, such as 
Medicare, is providing a significant incentive for people to retire, thus reducing GDP growth. This serves 
to counter our desire to invest in the young where we are operating on the positive side of the growth 
curve. Mark highlighted some interaction effects, and we should further investigate these interactions 
between the health and non-health part of the economy. You can either get into a vicious or virtuous cycle, 
and I think we are still in a vicious cycle in this respect. 

Charles Roehrig 

I want to speak to a very specific point about viewing sustainability from the eyes of the federal 
government, recognizing that there are many other players for whom health spending may or may not feel 
sustainable. If there is a single underlying cost trend, and the public trend does not significantly deviate 
from the private rates, then we can reasonably emphasize what is sustainable for the federal government. If 
the rate is GDP – 2, that would likely be sustainable to most others. If it turns out to be GDP + 1, then the 
rate might be sustainable for the federal government, but certainly not so for the median wage earner 
whose wage rate is growing 1% slower than GDP per capita. 

Thomas Getzen 

I think it is important to take this marginal perspective and combine it with what Maya MacGuineas was 
discussing regarding an intergenerational perspective. I worry about the difficulty for our children to work 
to support retiree health benefits, long-term care spending, et cetera, all of which implies negative 
intergenerational transfers. Putting those two together allows us to think more clearly about where we 
might be going.  
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IV. Roundtable: Are We on a Sustainable Path? What Factors 
are Most Relevant? 

Joanne Kenen 
I am the Health Editor at POLITICO Pro. I urge you to read PULSE every workday which is miraculously 
assembled by two young reporters who exercise significant editorial latitude. Each month I send them the 
Altarum Center for Sustainable Health Spending health spending data—previously routinely cited in 
PULSE but which then went on hiatus. I told them I want this included, even if the low continuing trend 
seems redundant (they complained that it is the same each month). I said it’s important to keep citing, that 
everyone does not know health care costs have slowed, people are monitoring it, and that when something 
is unsustainable we seem to know it, but that, when something looks sustainable, it might be an allusion. 
Material from the three esteemed panelists in this final session will go a long way toward illustrating 
whether we are on a sustainable health spending trajectory. 

Uwe Reinhardt 

Are We Already on a Path of Sustainable Health Care Spending? 

As a change of pace, rather than crunching numbers, I would like to discuss some of the social changes 
that are enabling the observed health care spending trends. I like the chart used by Charlie Roehrig and 
Gene Steuerle that plots the fraction of GDP growth from year to year accounted for by health spending. 
The difference between Gene and me is he says “absorbs” and I say “contributes,” because I believe health 
care contributes value to society more than assault weapons. Yet we count the latter as a valuable GDP 
component, and somehow we think of health care as subtracting from valuable GDP.  

I. Growth of Health Spending in the OECD Countries 

I begin by noting that the U.S. experience is not alone, as is clear from inspection of the annual growth in 
real health spending for countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD). Figure 1 shows total and public sector health spending (which, in the rest of the OECD, is much 
larger than in the U.S., perhaps 70 to 80% of the total). Spending growth started to decline in 2002, similar 
to the U.S., and then it plummeted. Figure 2 contrasts, by country, the 2000–2009 and 2009–2011 periods. 
Spending growth plummeted for almost all countries, and in some, it actually went negative. 

That the U.S. is not unique explains to me that sluggish economic growth, even if not technically a 
recession, is a major driver of health expenditure slowdown in other developed countries. I buy the Kaiser, 
Getzen, and Roehrig story. The question for us is: Why does the U.S. appear to be succeeding with these 
factors now when hitherto it had failed? My answer is that, compared to, say, the 1990s, some market 
power has shifted from the supply side of the health care system, which hitherto had the lion’s share of 
market power, to the payment (demand) side of the market. I illustrate what I mean with the next visual 
display. 

I think of the health care system as a bazaar with people who own real resources, who want to sell (and 
profit from them) to the health care industry, and patients who need the benefits of these transformed 
resources to obtain health (Figure 3). The health system always has two objectives, to enhance the quality 
of life of patients, and to enhance the quality of life, and the automobiles driven by, the providers of health 
care. It is poor etiquette in the U.S. to talk about the latter facet. When the American Medical Association 
(AMA) is worried about the quality of life of their cars and their houses, they express it as quality of life of 
the patient, because, again, it is poor etiquette in the U.S. to discuss income. 
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1. Most importantly, for all but high-skilled workers, the labor market is sluggish, and this is a 
precondition for cost control with employment-based health insurance.  

2. Because labor has lost market power, employers find it easier to control utilization simply by 
pushing more of the cost of health care onto the household budgets of their employees. Employers 
can trim benefits, and kick relatives off the plans and employees will meekly accept it. I believe 
this will continue for a long while. 

3. There is an all-around greater acceptance of rationing, at least regarding routine health care, by 
income class, leading to reductions in health care utilization. If you proposed rationing by income 
class in the 1990s, you would have had no chance of success. Today, it is quite acceptable, 
particularly among younger people. 

4. Hand in hand with the diminished power of labor goes the ability of employers and their health 
plan agents, to create narrow provider networks, which in turn gives health plans added bargaining 
power in haggling over prices. As Paul Ginsberg noted, provider networks will get ever narrower. 
Compare this with the managed care backlash era and point-of-service plans. Capital won; labor is 
in retreat, demoralized, beaten up, and vulnerable. This is the key to explaining why we have cost 
containment in America today.  

5. With “big data,” there is much greater transparency on what goes on in the supply side of the 
health care market, and that scrutiny will only increase—especially for prices.  

6. With greater price transparency comes the ability of employers to impose “reference pricing” on 
their employees, not only for drugs, but for all types of health care. This may then be copied by the 
public sector. Reference pricing has aggressively begun in California. Providers see the Mene 
Tekel (writing) on the wall. This is an implicit way to ration health care by income class. It is 
basically saying that if you want to have your baby in this cheap hospital we will pay for it, but if 
you want to go to an expensive one, you pay the difference. I believe it will become more 
important than bundled payments, and that it is a health care sleeper. We will accept such rationing 
of care by income class because, again, labor is demoralized. 

7. Given sluggish economic growth, the opportunity costs of added health spending are becoming 
clearer to both households and governments. In terms of the standard model, the marginal utility of 
health care in the minds of decision makers on the payment side fell as that of the displaced goods 
and services, for example, education, and research and development, rose. 

8. At the moment, the pipeline of new, expensive technology is less filled than it was in the late 
1980s and during the 1990s. But this is a wild card—it might rev up again. 

9. A relatively smallish part of reduced spending growth during 2006–2013 involves an ever greater 
shift towards generic pharmaceutical therapy, but that shift has all but run its course. 

Jointly, all of these factors, which are likely to persist for some time, may well push excess health 
spending—the X factor—below one percentage point for some time to come. 

III. Are we Already on a Path of Sustainable Health Care Spending? 

One hears daily of sustainable health spending, but what do people mean when they use this term?  

Is it macro-economic sustainability? I did a simplistic analysis, using real GDP per capita, taking out the 
required Medicare “haircut” (as estimated by the Medicare trustees), and then I assumed GDP per capita 
would grow at 1.5% (Figure 4). What is left over, shown in yellow, is quite sizeable, raising the question, 
Why would we become so concerned (and jump off of a bridge) over the fate of these young people, who 
will be running the country in 2050, given that they will have all of this money? Sustainability is not, 
accordingly, a macro issue in my view.  
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Figure 4. Medicare- and Non-Medicare GDP per Capita, 2012 and 2050 (Assumed GDP per Capita 
Growth = 1.5% per Year) 

 
 

Is it “Chernewian sustainability”—named after Michael Chernew? Figure 5 is a visual created by Joseph 
Newhouse last year. He updated an earlier chart of this sort published by Mike Chernew. The chart shows 
what is left over from GDP for spending on non-health goods and services depending on whether the 
excess growth in spending on health care and on other, non-health care items in the GDP—actuaries call it 
“excess growth in health spending”—is 2, 1, or 0 percentage points. It is a fascinating display, but I don’t 
believe this chart tells us anything about sustainability either. If a fantastic new health treatment allowed 
you to live for 200 years, and one Viagra pill lasted 75 years, and we got rid of cancer and Alzheimer’s 
disease, even if you had significantly less of other goods and services, you would probably still take that 
deal. Who would need anything else? So just because health spending might chew into other components 
of GDP does not really get at the issue of sustainability either. 
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Lastly, is it political sustainability, that is, the willingness among the well-to-do to help finance, for lower-
income families, the expensive health care the well-to-do want for their own families? Let’s face it, even if 
by a miracle the supply side of the health care sector remained docile and health spending (which is 
dominated by incomes of the providers) grew only as fast as GDP, for roughly the bottom third of families 
in the nation by income, that level of spending is not sustainable for them without substantial public 
assistance (as called for in the Affordable Care Act.) 

We hear endlessly that government spending has to go down. I hear that plea all the time; but what it truly 
says is that somewhere in Deuteronomy it is written that the U.S. cannot spend more than 19%, or tax 
revenues cannot exceed 19% of GDP—like some externally given constant. The question then becomes, is 
it politically sustainable, given the constant refrain that U.S. taxes cannot be raised, to offer low-income 
Americans access to the same kind of health care Americans in the upper-income strata wish to have for 
themselves? Or is a two- or multi-tier health system, with open rationing by income class, the only 
politically “sustainable” solution? 

The answer I see is that the U.S. will drift, over time, to the following health care model, containing at 
least three tiers: 

1. Tier I: Public hospitals and public clinics for publicly insured Americans, especially the poor, but 
perhaps also for a restructured Medicare. It allows politicians to ration care through tight budgets 
without ever having to admit it—in essence, a poverty program. 

2. Tier II: For the employed middle class, a mixed system, tiered by cost through reference pricing 
(now used mainly for prescription drugs) or defined-contributions in the employment-based 
system offering coverage with varying narrowness of networks of providers, and possibly coupled 
with reference pricing on top of that. This also permits rationing of some health care by income 
class without anyone having to say so openly. 

3. Tier III: For the upper-income groups, boutique medicine, which is already growing in the U.S. 
Here the sky will be the limit on technology and utilization. 

That might be a politically sustainable system in 21st century U.S. health care—what we will face if you 
believe taxes cannot ever go above 18 to 19% of GDP. We seem to be sliding toward such a system, 
although at this time few politicians would have the temerity to advocate it openly. 

 

David Cutler 

Is the Health Care Cost Slowdown Structural? 

There are two rules for talking at a conference, the first is to thank your host and the second is to never 
follow Uwe Reinhardt. Presumably I violated the first at one point which would make me do the second of 
those. Let me say, for the record, I do thank you for having me here, and if you should ever choose to 
invite me back, please remember that.  

I want to talk about the structural issue, but I want to get at it in a slightly different way, which is to 
discuss what factors are leading to slower growth in medical spending. Some of them have been mentioned 
already, but I hope to present a different perspective. 

Figure 1 is the obvious chart with which everyone mentally begins—the relatively slow growth of medical 
spending. There are several ways to look at this: One is a very recent slowdown; the second is recognizing 
that this picture probably changed around the early 1990s, with the exception in the early 2000s. Either 
way, clearly there is something different going on.  
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Figure 1. Medical Spending Increases Have Been Very Low in Recent Years 

 
 

To put this large change in perspective, Figure 2 compares the actuaries’ forecast, made in the early 2000s, 
of medical spending out to 2012 versus the actual. I do not show this to beat up on the actuaries since they 
are the most reputable group actually willing to go public with a forecast. The gap is quite enormous 
(although it ignores lower income growth than expected, plus some other factors). 

Figure 2. Cumulative Slowdown 

 
 

The slowdown in the growth in medical spending applies across all service lines (Figure 3). Whether one 
looks at inpatient or outpatient care, physician care or whatever, we see lower growth. I investigate this 
further below.  
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Figure 3. The Slowdown Is in Everything 

 

A final introductory point: Everyone agrees that some of this outcome is a result of the recession—the 
outstanding question is how much? While there are varying estimates about what share of the slowdown is 
a result of economic growth, I don’t think that is a relevant metric. I think the correct metric is whether 
there is a significant unexplained component because, depending on the order of the factors you analyze, 
you will observe a different reduction that is explained (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. The Recession Is Only About One-third of the Slowdown 

 

All of the models—Tom Getzen accurately described how one goes about building them for more or less 
sophisticated users—have a large residual component. What is behind this unexplained portion of the 
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spending slowdown? It’s impossible to know for sure but a few things stand out from the data. Here are the 
items highest on my list. 

Slowing of Technology 

Something that both Uwe Reinhardt and Chapin White mentioned is the apparent slowing of the 
technological drivers that have traditionally been extremely important in explaining the growth of medical 
spending. Economists typically explain the long run driver of spending growth as predominantly the 
diffusion and development of new technologies for treating people. 

I participated on one of the panels, about a decade ago, that told the actuaries that they ought to take 
account of technology by having a quasi-permanent growth rate of spending that was 1% above the growth 
of gross domestic product (GDP). The work of Gene Steuerle notwithstanding, we already appreciated that 
such a framework was not analytically precise, but we adopted it as a reasonable benchmark. Nonetheless, 
as good as we were at forecasting, we failed to see that the minute we promoted that outlook, it would turn 
out to be wrong. That is, a lot of the traditional discoveries that emerge that lead to higher utilization at 
more expensive rates did not materialize. 

For drugs, nothing has come along to rival Lipitor since it was developed, and Lipitor is now off patent. 
Imaging growth has slowed. Development of new surgical devices has stalled. Certainly, part of this 
experience is recession-driven, but there are other factors at work. For the first time ever, real spending on 
pharmaceuticals fell, and it is estimated that pharmaceutical spending will increase very modestly over the 
next few years (Figure 5). Approximately 17% of pharmaceutical spending will come off patent in the next 
five years; a very large share came off patent in the previous few years. Moreover, the immediate pipeline 
indicates a dearth of products on the horizon that could reverse this trend.  

Figure 5. Forecast for the U.S. is Only Modest Growth 

 
CAGR stands for compound annual growth rate. 

Forecasting the future is always difficult. Fortunately, I have finally found the group of people who are 
worse than economists are when they attempt to forecast recessions, and that is Wall Street analysts 
forecasting medical innovations. Every year or two there is a headline touting amazing discoveries coming 
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in the next few years, which will cause spending to soar. But, for the past decade there has mostly been a 
series of dry wells. I do not know whether that will continue, but this innovation development experience 
is extremely important in the context of health care spending. Note that I am not saying that overall, this is 
good or bad outcome. Lipitor brought a phenomenal benefit to society, reducing heart attacks, and keeping 
people alive after they had cardiovascular disease incidents. Yet, it was also very expensive, at one point 
roughly a $15 billion per year drug. 

Demand Side Factors (Increased Cost Sharing) 

The second item (discussed by others here today) concerns demand side factors, as we have witnessed cost 
sharing increase enormously, which is very meaningful for patients. The typical individual policy now has 
a deductible of over $1,000; the typical family policy has a deductible that is two to three times that. This 
is for people with insurance (Figure 6), and the share of people with private insurance has declined 
significantly. That deductible is more than many people have in savings. If you ask a typical American 
(consider Uwe Reinhardt’s $50,000 per year family), if he or she could put their hands on $1,000 
tomorrow, even if urgently needed, many would tell you, “no, I cannot.” 

Figure 6. Structural Factors 2: Higher Cost Sharing 

 
 

Accordingly, many individuals are acting as if they are effectively uninsured because to a great extent they 
are. During the recession this showed up as postponed elective services, reduced discretionary imaging, 
and as anything else that was not essential—and even some things that probably were essential—being 
postponed.  

This experience is almost certain to continue. The share of privately insured people enrolled in a high-
deductible insurance plan is about 20% of the population, a very significant group. For this very important 
health policy strategy, that dramatically shifts the cost burden to individuals; to work, people will need 
much more precise information. Those with high cost sharing are enormously frustrated as they say, “I 
understand I am going to pay hundreds of dollars for this treatment, but you have to at least inform me 
where I can get this done at the lowest cost without seriously affecting quality.” Reference pricing only 
works if people are given the reference amounts and told where the service can be obtained at or near that 
price. As Uwe Reinhardt noted, California is ground zero for testing reference pricing, but what is 
happening and what we need to see more of it, is employers pushing insurers to make cost sharing data 
available to their employees when they need it. 
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In Massachusetts we passed a law last summer that, by October 2013, forces insurers to tell every 
individual in real-time, via web or by telephone, what their cost sharing will be for any service and any 
provider. The insurers are scrambling to accomplish this, contracting with Castlight and other vendors so 
that people will know exactly where and how much it will cost to use health services, and what the quality 
of that care will be. 

By the way, when I asked the insurers why they did not strenuously fight this legislation, they said 
“because every employer in the world is pushing us to do this, and while the state is pushing us a bit faster 
than we would like, it is not in a fundamentally different direction.” I believe this is a very big deal. On the 
demand side, the cost sharing is in place; the question is whether the structure will be able to keep up with 
what people need.  

The demand side, however, does not entirely account for the utilization shortfall. This chart from Michael 
Chernew’s paper (Figure 7), measures the growth of medical spending for employees in insurance plans 
that did not change over time. Even for these individuals, cost growth is relatively low; thus higher cost 
sharing compared with former insurance policies doesn’t tell the whole utilization story.  

Figure 7. Cost Sharing Isn’t All of It 

 

Improving Provider Efficiency 

The third quite intriguing factor you see in the data is providers becoming more efficient, and the impact of 
that on spending. About 10 years into the computer revolution in the economy as a whole, Robert Solow, 
who was one of my MIT professors, wrote that you can see the impact of computers everywhere except in 
the productivity statistics.  
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Until a year or so ago you could have said the same thing about health care, that you can see the impact of 
provider changes everywhere except in the productivity data. But now, I believe, you are starting to see it. 
This was one of those constants of nature (to come back to Gene Steuerle’s perspective as to what can or 
cannot be a constant of nature). For as long as we had been measuring it, about one in five people in 
Medicare were re-hospitalized within about 30 days of discharge (Figure 8). The minute we adjust the 
payment policy to stop paying more for re-hospitalizations, or threatening to penalize hospitals that have 
high re-hospitalization rates, that rate drops dramatically. 

Figure 8. Structural Factors 3: Greater Provider Efficiency 

 
 

Figure 9 shows the rate of hospital-acquired infections, again one of those perceived constants of nature 
whereby a certain share of hospitalized people will become infected despite the fact that most of those 
infections can be prevented through regular sanitation and changing lines frequently, etc. We publicized 
hospital-acquired infections as a poster child of very bad care and stopped paying for it. Lo and behold, we 
observe declining rates. These represent the tip of the iceberg—the poster children for very bad care—but 
you can easily imagine what will happen as these efficiency policies become widespread. 
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Figure 9. Greater Provider Efficiency 

 
 

CLABSI: Central Line-Associated Blood Stream Infections; A “Sprint” is a 90-day rapid cycle improvement series 
for specific indicators. See: http://www.ama-assn.org/resources/doc/cqi/pcpi-fall2013-bankowitz.pdf  

Stated differently, the single most important thing we have learned about the economics of health care in 
the past two decades is that what is done responds enormously to what and how you pay for it. We learned 
via the Rand Health Insurance Experiment that people’s demand for care responds to how much they have 
to pay for it, and we learned that the type of care provided depends on how much is paid for it. No health 
economist will be surprised to observe financial incentives having a big impact on care, though clearly it 
will come as a shock to others in the health care universe. 

Predicting the Future 

Forecasts from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) actuaries and the Congressional 
Budget Office have clearly incorporated the reduction in medical spending growth (Figure 10). In the past 
couple of years, the rates of near-term cost increases are falling, and every time these groups issue revised 
data, rates fall a bit more, which explains the medium-term improvement in the federal budget deficit. 
They are not sure what to make of this behavior. Their models still say that the long-run cost increase has 
to be about 1% per year above GDP so that, if it runs below that rate, it should subsequently accelerate. 
Recalling Chapin White’s chart, slavishly following these cost growth models, after a few years in which 
the cost growth remains low, something has to give to return it to the projected rate. If you believe they are 
wrong because of the factors I listed or any other factors, you are forced to accept that they will err in a 
very significant way.  
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Figure 10. Forecasts Have Incorporated These Trends, But Only for the Next Few Years 

 
 

If we see a continuation of muted cost increases as we have seen in the past couple of years, the CMS 
forecast will be overstated by about 14% in 2021 (Figure 11). Even allowing for some resurgence, that is, 
in the 3 to 5% range, the main point is that the current forecasts have not incorporated the possibility that 
the slowdown will continue. Neither I, nor anyone else, can say for sure whether it will, but you can 
obviously detect my biases.  

Figure 11. If These Trends Continue, Savings Will Be Large 
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I will conclude by citing four recent studies that have been well received and are neatly in this blog by 
Holahan and McMorrow. We phrased this very carefully—I have no difficulty being strident in views I 
hold very strongly, and I think this statement correctly represents the data: “The evidence thus suggests at 
least as strong a case for structural changes as for cyclical factors.” (Cutler & Sahni) 

John Holahan, who can speak for himself, and I will allow him to do so in about 27 seconds, is optimistic: 
“All of these factors taken together suggest that a return to a high historic growth rates in health care 
spending may not materialize. To sum up, we …are cautiously optimistic.” (Holahan & McMorrow) 

The Altarum and Kaiser Family Foundation analysis presents indications of structural changes: “Our 
analysis suggests that the vast majority (77%) of the recent decline in the health spending trend can be 
attributed to broader changes in the economy. At the same time, however, there are also indications that 
structural changes in the health system may be playing a modest role as well.” (Altarum & KFF) 

And finally, the Chernew paper concurs: “Our findings suggest cautious optimism that the slowdown in 
the growth of health spending may persist.” (Ryu, Gibson, McKellar &Chernew) 

I think the weight of the evidence supports persistence of slow growth. Another way to say it is that the 
world would have to change for costs to accelerate. It would require change from where we are today to 
get there; a lack of change would imply continued, relatively slow growth.  

That does not obviate the need to do anything. If we continue on the path that we have been on in the past 
couple of years, I think we will have converted Medicare into a Social Security problem. Social Security is 
a demographic problem; Medicare is a demographic and cost problem. If the cost issue is largely solved, 
addressing the remaining challenges of these two programs is not at all trivial, but is within the realm of 
policy problems we think we know how to deal with.  

That represents a bit of my optimism, I suspect driven in part by the fact that being optimistic is a bit more 
fun than being pessimistic. 

 

John Holahan 

Why the Recent Slowdown in Health Spending Growth and Can It Continue? 

I am going to discuss a paper I wrote with Stacey McMorrow at the Urban Institute that was issued in May 
2013. We addressed the issue of whether the slowdown in health care spending was due to the recession as 
a number of papers were arguing, or due to structural factors, and therefore having long-lasting effects. We 
concluded that: 

▲ The recession has been important, but not the major cause of the slowdown. 

▲ Fundamental, structural change does seem to be occurring (but why now?). 

▲ The decade-long economic slowdown and substantial changes in insurance coverage caused 
systemic changes largely by removing revenues or slowing the revenue growth that was available 
to providers, and this forced them to change in fairly significant ways. 

Obviously, the central question is whether this is permanent. For now I can say that it ultimately depends 
on what happens to these revenue constraints. I turn to reviewing the data.  

Figure 1 is a compressed version of slides that you have seen multiple times today. It highlights the past 
decade, contrasting gross domestic product (GDP) and health spending growth. In the beginning of this 
decade, we were emerging from recession, had a relatively modest recovery, we then encountered the great 
recession, and, since June 2009, we have experienced a sluggish recovery. 
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Figure 1. Annual Percentage Change in Health Spending and GDP, 2001–2011 

 

We had seen a slowdown of health care spending growth in the 1990s due to managed care, but the 
“backlash” reaction plus very strong economic growth led to the near double-digit rates at the beginning of 
the decade. Health care spending growth began to decline despite a strengthening economy, and this 
continued up to the onset of the great recession. Even as health care spending growth fell, it exceeded GDP 
growth until most recently when the rates converged. 

Beneath this overall picture, viewing spending by different types of insurance coverage corroborates the 
slowdown as beginning before the recession. First, private spending growth began slowing in 2002 for two 
reasons: a steady drop in employer coverage, and those employers who were maintaining coverage were 
buying different types of health plans. More and more employees had very high deductibles, and tiered or 
narrowed networks became more common. Together these factors slowed the per capita growth rate to 
about half as high at the end of the decade as it was in the beginning.  

Second, Medicare growth began to slow in 2004. Although there was jump when Medicare launched the 
new drug benefit, an overall slowdown took hold due to the enrollment of healthy and less costly 
beneficiaries (young baby boom population), but more so because of aggressive payment policies affecting 
imaging at hospitals, home health, durable medical equipment, Medicare Advantage, and a wide range of 
other services. 

Finally, Medicaid spending grew faster than Medicare, but that was largely because of high enrollment 
growth, which was very rapid in the beginning of the decade (during the 2001 recession), and again during 
the great recession. Enrollment growth averaged about 5% per year when spread across that decade, but 
spending per enrollee averaged less than 2.5% per year. Some of this represents compositional changes as 
states faced significant budget pressures and responded with incredibly aggressive provider payment cuts, 
moved people into managed care, steered potential nursing home patients into community-based 
alternatives, and so on. 

If the recession isn’t the root cause of the slowdown, what is going on here? Our explanation emphasizes a 
decade-long period of slow economic growth. I mentioned the two recessions during the decade, the 
modest recovery from the 2001 recession, and the ongoing, disappointing expansion following the great 
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recession. Real median household income declined by 10% over the decade (moving from $54,800 to 
$50,100) and real per capita income fell from about $29,200 to $27,600, or by 5% (Figure 2).  

Figure 2. Real Personal Income, 2000– 2011  

 

More interesting to me is the income distributional changes over this period. Figure 3 shows the significant 
rise in the population with incomes below 200% of the federal poverty level. I do not show what is 
happening at the other tail where people were doing quite well. For the two highest income groups, as I 
have defined them, there was a small drop in the number of people (netting out births and deaths, in- and 
out- migration, and those moving up and down the income distribution). Incredibly, all of the net change 
over the last decade was among people below 200% of poverty. 

Figure 3. Net Change in Population by Income, 2000–2011  
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As a nation we became poorer. Also, there have been significant insurance changes during this period. 
Employer-sponsored coverage for the non-elderly fell from 69% to 58%, Medicaid rolls increased by 19 
million, the uninsured grew by 12 million, and Medicare enrollment grew by 2.4% per year, while annual 
population growth was 0.9%. The population was gradually moving onto Medicare. 

The result is fewer people in high-paying private commercial health insurance plans and many more in 
public coverage, whether Medicaid, Medicare, or being uninsured. Both the income changes and the 
coverage changes put pressure on the revenues pouring into the health system, forcing it to respond. 
Providers sought efficiencies in many different ways, as attested by the literature; for example, several 
articles in Health Affairs highlight changes at the hospital level or changes in physician practices. 

There has been significant hospital and physician consolidation, hospitals buying other hospitals, hospitals 
buying physician practices, physicians consolidating to form larger practices, leaving fewer remaining solo 
practices, more salaried employment, and greater use of non-physician personnel. The system is rapidly 
changing. Analysts are rightly concerned that these large hospital systems will amass substantial pricing 
power, but increased scale does facilitate efficiencies that we observed in the last decade. 

Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) data consistently show reductions in adjusted 
hospital cost per admission over the decade. Physician incomes fell by about $10,000, from $167,000 to 
$157,000 in this period. There has been slower spending on drugs by all payers, fewer blockbuster drugs 
(though, as David Cutler noted, this is probably exogenous), higher penetration of tiered formularies, and 
more use of generics. Clearly, various payers have aggressively acted to pay less for drugs. While we don’t 
know how the recent development of medical homes, Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs), and 
bundled payments will play out, I think they offer substantial promise.  

Where we go from here depends on economic growth and coverage success of the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA). With accelerating economic recovery, and pressure on demand from health reform that translates 
into increased health system revenues and waning imperative for cost reductions, we could certainly see a 
return of high health care spending growth, such as GDP +2 or +3. Nevertheless, most forecasts call for 
fairly slow economic growth, and especially for those at the bottom of the income distribution.  

Expanded coverage from the ACA is largely in Medicaid and in very competitive exchange plans that 
include extensive cost sharing, resulting in the low premiums that have been announced. The tax on high-
cost insurance plans will also restrain premiums. Medicare payment policies, with important spillover 
effects, will continue to be aggressive. And the demonstration programs may work.  

There are many reasons to believe that policy, as well as the economy, will continue to put pressure on the 
system in terms of slowing revenue. I think one can be cautiously optimistic that the health spending 
growth rate will be roughly in line with GDP on a sustained basis, but I believe the key factor is not the 
recession but rather the revenue constraints and the way in which these are acted upon. 

 
 

Session IV. Questions and Answers  

Joanne Kenen 

Last night, when I was preparing for today, I reviewed last year’s symposium monograph and it struck me 
how much more tentative our consensus was. When people discussed bending the curve (or whatever 
phrase you choose), there was a sense that something was happening, and preliminary thoughts on the role 
of the great recession, how much of the data was simply noise, et cetera. Today, we hear—and the data 
support—very different views that, while not necessarily having turned a corner, clearly show something 
more sustained is occurring. Many of the speakers have highlighted fundamental changes taking root 
above and beyond the recession hangover. We hear two mutually incompatible but simultaneous dialogs in 
Washington (a common phenomenon). One is that the health law is so awful no one will sign up and it will 
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collapse of its own weight. The other is that millions of newly covered individuals will confront a system 
that cannot meet the demand for care, especially primary care, and this will lead to severe price pressures, 
which will end the good news story of a health care spending slowdown. David, what are your thoughts on 
what we will know after next March? 

David Cutler 

It’s funny when the same people say both! There will certainly be demand pressures on the system but the 
additional care that people will seek is not hugely expensive. From the Massachusetts experience, when 
people got coverage, they were most interested in chronic disease care; for example, to treat persistent 
knee pain. It was not the case that they suddenly sought $200,000 cancer treatments. We found the cost of 
covering people to be relatively modest, not zero but not overwhelming. How the system reacts will 
depend on whether it can find new ways to provide this capacity. My guess is that a fair amount of newly 
provided care will unfortunately occur in emergency departments. That is the only place where many 
currently uninsured people know to get care. Somewhat counterintuitively, at the margin, emergency 
department care is not that expensive, given its throughput. In the short run, it isn’t the best way to run the 
railroad, but my forecast is for limited disruption to the delivery system from expanded coverage, and also 
not too much in the way of extra spending.  

Uwe Reinhardt 

I agree. Given we have emergency rooms anyways, the marginal cost of delivering routine health care 
through them when there are no emergencies is bound to be quite small. The Office of the Actuary issued a 
forecast in January, 2012, followed by a September update, and the increase in health-care spending 
evidently attributable to the ACA was approximately 5%. This is roughly equivalent to what traditionally 
had been the annual increase in health spending before the ACA. The spending consequence of ACA is not 
overwhelming. We are told there is going to be a shortage of primary care physicians, but sometimes the 
system needs that kind of pressure to stimulate the search for innovation on the delivery side with 
attendant increases in physician productivity. I think nurse practitioners will play a much more important 
role, which is something I have favored for 30 years. I expect we will digest these system changes quite 
well. Ironically, when you dissect the ACA, you realize that items such as community rating and private 
exchanges were core items of earlier Republican plans; for example, Senator Chafee’s in 1993. Mark 
Pauly and colleagues drafted their ideal health system, which was proposed by Tom Corbin and introduced 
in May 2009 as Senate Bill S1099. It uses very similar language to that found in the ACA. Senator Corbin 
did not specify it in detail, but his exchanges would have been just as complicated as those we now have 
since they still must interface with Medicaid, Medicare, employer-sponsored health insurance, and the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS). In my view, what makes ACA so complicated is that the Democrats have 
a penchant for self-immolation—they dare to finance the bill, in contrast with the Medicare Modernization 
Act of 2003, which simply added to the federal budget deficit. Many complications of the ACA would 
vanish—the insurance surcharge, employer mandate, miscellaneous tax increases, and the Medicare cuts, 
the medical device tax—if the bill had been financed in the traditional manner of increasing the national 
debt and having our grandchildren pay for it. 

John Holahan 

I believe that the ACA is going to roll out very slowly for a variety of reasons. Many of the states that 
disproportionally contain individuals who need coverage are both refusing the Medicaid expansion and 
have opted to not create their own exchanges. The federal exchange may take considerable time to ramp up 
and therefore the cost pressure on the system, and access issues, will emerge gradually.  

Web Audience Questions 

What is the future for fee-for-service? How much should Medicaid or Medicare be willing to pay for 
“hope” in cases such as stage IV cancer? Do any of you envision a way that macro incentives can be 
aligned to realize the forgotten leg of the triple aim: that is, to reduce the burden of disease? 
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Joanne Kenen 

Uwe, do you want to talk about hope? 

Uwe Reinhardt 

Dave Walker sits on this Institute of Medicine (IOM) panel that deals with end-of-life care. It is such a 
difficult topic to raise without getting branded. Lyndon Larouche’s group branded me as a “notorious Nazi 
operator” once because I talked about cost-effectiveness analysis, which apparently to them and Sarah 
Palin and others is a red flag, whereas to me it represents prudent purchasing. It seems to me that there are 
so many other problems we can solve before we need to have this heart-wrenching and divisive debate that 
touches on religion and so on. But I tell my students that they will not be able to kick that can down the 
road in their lifetimes. They will have to confront it—hopefully after civilized debate.  

Joanne Kenen 

You have talked about the curve bending from reduced re-admissions. How will the promising things that 
you see changing the system play out under fee-for-service? 

David Cutler 

I would be very surprised if fee-for-service is a dominant part of the health system 5 or 10 years from now. 
All the payment methods are moving in a different direction as the key players accept the nature of the 
value-versus-volume incentives. Fee-for-service is something whose time has long since passed.  

Joanne Kenen 

John, do you think it is going to go away that quickly? 

John Holahan 

I do not. I think it will survive in a modified state. We lack a ready replacement for particular sets of units 
of payments affecting 5,000 different procedure codes. It could be changed so that we are paying for 
different bundles or paying for things in a different way, but it will be difficult to change quickly, and I 
think the most important aspect is the control over the prices paid for these items. With so much power on 
the provider side, it otherwise becomes very hard to negotiate for private insurers. 

Joanne Kenen 

And what about the triple aim question; that is, population health? 

David Cutler 

We know quite well how to reduce obesity and smoking. It does not cost a dime. In fact, you actually raise 
money by raising product taxes. Unfortunately, we seem incapable of doing it. I suspect we will have this 
discussion before we have the one on end-of-life care, but not anytime soon. 

Joanne Kenen 

We have made progress on the childhood obesity front. Isn’t it two years now that the rate has stabilized? 

David Cutler 

Yes, and it may be comparable to the smoking time series, where it first plateaued and then declined 
markedly. Either way, there are tax steps we could take now, but we are simply not in the mood to do so. 

Uwe Reinhardt 

A barrier to imposing efficiency taxes on unhealthy food is, of course, the powerful food lobby, and also 
the libertarian argument that if I enjoy and use sugar prudently, why should I be forced to pay a tax to 
prevent others from abusing it? This is a debate that is more difficult to dismiss since there is a valid point 
that we don’t all agree sugar should be taxed. The ideological position that should be respected is that such 
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policy represents a sledgehammer approach. The standard response that we should only target those who 
misbehave is extremely problematic and confounded by factors affecting obesity, such as genetic 
disposition. This will be much more complicated than the smoking case, where most agreed on policy. 

Audience Question 

As a futurist I am going to forecast that 20 years from now people who watch the video of this session will 
be amazed that the health economists talk as if medical spending and health spending are one in the same. 
There is a performance metric now for health care. The Institute of Medicine report referencing shorter 
lives in the U.S., is beginning to bring that to light. Across Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) countries, it suggests the possibility that by spending more on health care we 
actually diminish health. From a population health standpoint, there may be structural changes about which 
we can be optimistic. Two weeks ago I was in Missouri with Medicaid providers in a room about this size. 
They did not mirror this room. They were younger, much more diverse, and much less healthy looking 
than the people here (and these were the providers, not the beneficiaries). These providers are shifting to 
medical homes and using the data from the electronic medical record to learn how to reduce emergency 
room visits and hospitalizations. Most importantly, they said it is the wellness programs that are having the 
biggest effect. I think there is a structural change, and we are headed to a transformation where health 
becomes the metric for health care. 

David Cutler 

I think you are exactly right. I have noted that there is an entire city devoted to people who help you 
manage your money, tell you where to invest, and so on. Some of you may have been there. It is called 
New York City. Half the payroll in New York is for people who help you manage your money. Yet, there 
is barely a room of this symposium’s size devoted to people who help you manage your health. I care 
about money but I also care about health. Why is no one studying which diabetic should be treated, when 
is a home visit required, when do you need an alternative treatment plan, and which patients will take their 
medications, and what is the best care path for those who will not? If you compare that status quo to the 
number of people who are thinking about which millisecond your money should be invested in Europe 
versus in the United States or Japan, the difference is quite stunning. If we devoted a bit more attention to 
the health version of it, we could have an enormously large impact on the population. I think the reason we 
have not is because of limited demand, and a missing payment method to translate that demand into a 
viable market. Hopefully, that is changing. 

Uwe Reinhardt 

I tell my students that when they run the country (much better I hope than we have), they will institute a 
Department of Health for the entire sector and appoint an assistant secretary of medical care, an assistant 
secretary of health education, and an assistant secretary of health science for medical education. For health 
education, consider producing consultants to show people how to better manage their own health. Many 
men have spouses who fulfill that function. Certainly in my case, else I would be dead by now (seriously).  

Joanne Kenen 

Is there a European country that has really made that shift? 

David Cutler 

No. There are some European countries that are better at preventive care than others. They tend to be less 
focused on doctor offices and more on using services when you need them, such as at night, with care 
often provided by nurse practitioners. It turns out that the best way to get people to take their medications 
is using smart phone technology, and this is also the best way to otherwise interact with patients.  
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Paul Ginsburg 

The conclusion of this panel, and of many of the other speakers at the conference, has been that there are 
very powerful forces pushing back against cost that will be with us for some time. I would like to ask the 
panel to be speculative and think about theories of changes that will slow cost, particularly on the 
efficiency front, and any thoughts about whether actions to date have already plucked the lowest hanging 
fruit. Do you think of this statically or in more of a dynamic sense? Is there any relevant comparison to 
manufacturing and many services industries where we have become accustomed to continual, substantial 
productivity gains? 

David Cutler 

It is an excellent question. The experience of other industries shows not only that productivity can be 
radically improved, but that is continually increasing. Even the companies that are most efficient, for 
example Walmart in sales or Amazon online, become much more efficient over time. This is one reason 
why I believe that estimates claiming one-third of medical spending is wasteful may be understated 
compared to what is possible. Both the demand and the supply side will require massive change. On the 
supply side, consider areas on which we currently spend significant sums of money: they are all profit 
centers. Watch what happens when they become cost centers. We have hundreds of Accountable Care 
Organizations run by hospitals. Soon the doctors will learn that they will make more money by keeping 
patients out of the hospital. As the hospitals have the same realization, these two parties will engage in 
some very interesting discussions. For the patient, it comes back to managing health, and taking charge of 
this market to make it work. If this occurred, I suspect we would discover that the health system is at least 
50% wasteful not “just” one-third wasteful, because we have not thought out the areas in which we have 
made zero progress. 

Uwe Reinhardt 

One way to think about it is linguistically. For 40 years, providers of health care believed they were being 
reimbursed. Think what that means. The provider establishes any cost they desire, which means that 
somebody now owes them reimbursement. Hospital executives complain about getting only 90 cents on 
the dollar. When asked what the dollar is, they reply that it’s their cost. Is it beyond comprehension that 
these costs might be too high? The health care industry, like any other business, will learn that they have a 
top line that is largely exogenous, and they must manage back from it, and for the first time they will be 
forced to engage in zero-based budgeting, discovering in the process significant slack. I was talking to 
someone from a large non-profit health system, and they are actually laying off people in their 
“restructuring.” Lay on top of this supply side activity, the demand side miracle of reference pricing, and 
the fireworks will truly begin. To the extent that fairly accurate price information is generally available so 
that patients know the prices for different providers—and they are informed by their insurance company 
the amount that will be covered for that service with the difference coming out of pocket—the price 
pressure will be enormous, and with that will come large productivity gains. Incidentally, I hate to say it 
education will be the next target. We mostly charge whatever we like and families pay it. This will change, 
course materials will be put on-line, and so on—maybe not at Harvard—but at Princeton we will. 

Joanne Lynn, Director, Altarum Center for Elder Care and Advanced Illness 

At some point we must seriously take long-term care costs into account. Already they are half the budget 
and yet we only discuss the medical care aspect. For most of us in the room this is our biggest out-of-
pocket expense except for buying a house. There will be twice as many of us experiencing end-of-life care 
with frailty, but we also have half as many people. Many people who are physically or mentally disabled 
through a lifetime, are amassing these costs, which are mostly off-budget until they transition to Medicaid, 
but throughout they are still part of the system that is burdening the economy. The relevant data is difficult 
to access, and we barely bring these issues into our conversation. We need to consider whether we are 
reducing the costs for long-term care as we are on the medical side, and how we can possibly afford the 
aging of the boomers. 
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John Holahan 

I cannot fully answer your question but the pressures driving costs for long-term care are quite different 
than for acute care. The technology component is missing. It is very labor intensive and not particularly 
high-cost labor. Medicaid data clearly shows much slower growth for long-term care than for acute care, 
even when the aging and disabled population is included. Those populations account for substantial 
Medicaid growth, but it occurs on the acute care side, not on long-term care. Long-term care is likely 
under-financed by a considerable margin but, beyond that, I am out of ideas. 

David Cutler 

The good news is that wherever there are expensive patients there are enormous opportunities for savings. 
In the case of long-term care, you see many examples of patients bouncing between nursing homes and 
hospitals, involving lots of unnecessary trips. There are many examples of programs where the patients are 
managed well, stay in the community in their house, and costs are significantly reduced. Similarly, there 
are examples of programs generating cost savings that provide integrated care for homeless individuals and 
mange to reduce emergency department visits despite the challenges created by these people having 
unstable, abusive relationships with enormous behavioral health problems. With the well-known 
concentration of spending in health care, we formerly believed that there was not much you could do to 
lower very high costs for these patients. Sometimes this is valid: for example, someone will have a cancer 
that is impossible to treat, and substantial funds will be expended, at least until we learn how to deal with 
end-of-life care. However, in many, many other circumstances, those expensive people are predictably 
expensive and there are existing, effective interventions. The challenge at the clinical level is 
disseminating these treatment modalities, and, at the policy level, setting up the system so that it is 
encouraged to disseminate them. 

Audience Question 

Given that among the OECD countries we spend so much money yet do not have exceptional outcomes, 
and considering the tiers that Professor Reinhardt argues are coming, what is the conversation that our 
society should have regarding the choices that we make, given the political and economic realities? 

Uwe Reinhardt 

We very often do not discuss such important issues. Imagine, for example, converting Medicare into a 
defined contribution plan, and over time lowering the government contribution until it eventually becomes 
a poverty program with public support concentrated on the very poor, and everyone else trying to exit the 
system. You will have neighborhood health clinics and possibly a Parkland-type (Dallas, Texas) hospital to 
provide care under fixed budgets and a defined set of eligible services. There will not be a watershed 
discussion in Congress to create such an outcome. It will simply evolve that way. Think of the medical and 
health economic discussions that have never been joined at the societal level. This seems natural when you 
consider the ever more unequal distribution of income in our society. Our economy is structured so that 
some people can take a considerable slice of GDP. David, I do not know what you teach to your freshman; 
years ago I could honestly stand before them and argue for a rough correlation between what people earn 
and their contribution to society. In light of the returns to the finance industry and plaintiffs’ lawyers, to 
name two examples, I do not think this remains true. Certain people are positioned to collect substantial 
“rents,” as we economists call it, while others work and work for quite low incomes. Given this societal 
payment base, the critical question is, at what point will the people who benefit mightily from the GDP say 
that they want one health system for themselves, but are not willing to finance this system for everyone 
else. Some of the pundits claim that society’s “losers” did not try hard enough, or failed to attend a premier 
university, et cetera. I sense that openly sharing this perspective has become routine, while it would have 
been unacceptable among the “greatest generation” returning from World War II. They wouldn’t have 
stood still for that kind of talk, because they knew that a large ingredient of financial success is luck and 
lineage. When you teach in the Ivy League, you are acutely aware of that. 
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Web Audience Questions 

Sincere appreciation to the panelists and the audience for staying beyond our scheduled time. From our 
web audience, I have two quick questions and then more of a thought question. Are there one or two 
critical lessons from overseas on controlling costs? The thought question is, what are the prospects for 
altering behavior through detailed and aggressive management of provider actions that drive efficiencies 
and resource use independent of price, as occurred during the golden era of managed care, with direct 
provider management by medical directors similar to staff model Health Management Organizations of the 
1980s?   

Joanne Kenen 

What is a good overseas example of something they are doing right from which we could learn? To what 
extent will reference pricing be accepted given that there are still many people with open-ended 
expectations regarding service delivery? 

Uwe Reinhardt 

Dave Walker noted that it is amazing that the U.S. does not have a budget for health care. Most other 
nations directly or indirectly budget for health care. For instance in Switzerland, a freedom-loving country, 
they negotiate common fee schedules and rate setting. It is negotiated, not set by government, except for 
drugs. In Germany, there is negotiation coupled with an appeal to macroeconomic benchmarks; for 
example, health care spending growth cannot exceed growth of the total wage base. While we do not have 
a budget, we hear Alice Rivlin, Paul Ryan, and others argue that health care spending (somehow) should 
grow no faster than GDP +1. This is a stealth budget or budget by default. Clearly, budgeting in the U.S. is 
more difficult since we have a private sector that is unconstrained and can set standards of expectations 
among providers of what they should be paid, what services should be delivered, what insurance should 
cover, et cetera. This dual system is inherently complex, with the unpredictable interaction between the 
public and private sectors. Nevertheless, budgeting mechanics is something we can learn from other 
nations. As to reference pricing, I think it is coming. As I said, I believe that capital has won this contest. It 
will tell labor that this is all you are getting, take it or leave it, and labor will take it.  

Joanne Kenen 

Is reference pricing always an equity issue of somebody getting more, or can it also be a mechanism to 
reward the efficient providers?  

David Cutler 

In Massachusetts we are seeing a different version of reference pricing whereby there are providers in the 
lowest tier and providers in the higher tier, with the former imposing very little cost sharing for their 
patient visits. This method enables existence of plans with very low cost sharing that might include low-
cost prescription drugs. For the time being, reference pricing is limited to nearly equivalent services, such 
as generic versus branded drugs or an abdominal CT scan at this hospital versus the same scan at a 
different hospital. In its next iteration, reference pricing will weigh different treatments of similar clinical 
efficacy; for example, a case of localized prostate cancer where the patient could choose to have surgery, 
or the fancy proton beam therapy costing three times as much, implying the patient pays two-thirds of the 
cost for the latter option. When reference pricing is extended across treatments, it will have a more 
dramatic impact.  

Joanne Kenen 

Won’t the patient’s perception of these choices be terribly important? He might believe that that the big 
fancy proton beam is going to cure him but because he is poor he is stuck with the inferior treatment, 
compared to his understanding that it may cost three times as much but is no more, or even less, effective. 
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David Cutler 

It returns us to the thought question of how to manage the system. We initially had a system where we 
expected patients to discipline doctors based on cost sharing. If you want to pay for it you can get it, but 
otherwise you are out of luck. Doctors won this round as patients got most everything. Next we had a 
system where insurers tried to battle doctors, being in the unenviable position of telling them which 
services they could provide. Doctors won that one as well. Now we are now trying a system where the 
doctors battle each other to determine their share of a fixed monetary sum. Three rules for success can be 
gleaned from business case studies. First, the winners have sophisticated information technology (IT) 
systems to know exactly who is doing what, to which risk-adjusted patients, and for what outcomes. I can 
consult with Dr. Reinhardt to show him that certain treatments he is providing are unnecessary, but I can 
also show him the clinical trials data indicating treatments that are necessary. Second, do not pay the 
doctors on a fee-for-service basis; none of the successful practices do that. Instead, pay a salary with a 
productivity bonus. Third, and very important, never issue service denial edicts. Rather, approach the 
doctors by assuring them that we will always practice the best care and let’s discuss what that implies, 
including reviewing the relevant studies. Both the doctors and the patients need to hear, and believe, that 
prescribed care has the patient’s best interest at heart. In many cases this protocol involves less than what 
the doctor would otherwise do; in other cases it is a little more, but you are then preventing subsequent 
complications. That is the true secret in all successful organizations: Never tell a professional how to do 
their job. Don’t tell me how to teach my class, instead invite me to discuss jointly determining ways 
toward being much more productive. You will have a vastly improved conversation when you have the 
information, the incentives, and the correct people involved. 

Uwe Reinhardt 

David and I teach large classes. In some ways we each face a budget. We are given a classroom (sometimes 
it is lousy, sometimes good), and are allotted a number of teaching assistants (TAs). You might have a class 
with 350 students and, depending on the number of TAs you are given (Six? Nine?), you will teach very 
differently as to the number of homework problems, assigning written papers, and so on. We prefer more 
TAs, but we don’t throw a tantrum if the number is small, we adjust how we teach, right? 

Joanne Kenen 

David has also been a dean, so he may have additional perspectives. 

David Cutler 

Tantrums were my specialty. 

Uwe Reinhardt 

Mine too, but in the end we adjust. With reference pricing, the California Public Employees’ Retirement 
System (CalPERS) and WellPoint have devised a good system where they go procedure by procedure (CABG 
to normal delivery, etc.), and then make deals with certain hospitals for low prices, including high-quality 
hospitals, such as Cedars-Sinai. If patients visit these providers, insurance pays most of the cost; if they go to 
others, the patients are on the hook to pay the difference. It is a “gentle” approach. It can, of course, be 
misused by forcing patients to access very low-cost care with terrible quality, but I believe the system will 
follow the WellPoint and CalPERS trend. The price pressure this will put on high-cost providers is extreme, 
and I am very optimistic this pressure will produce the productivity gains we are seeking.  

Joanne Kenen 

We have just proven the impossible: that there are three optimistic economists on a single panel, and we 
are collectively more optimistic than last year. The tone of this dialog is that we are in a period where there 
are reasons to believe that the outlook for health care affordability and fiscal sustainability are brighter 
than we thought a year ago. Prospects can, as the economists remind us, rapidly go in reverse. I hope to see 
you next year for another valuable reading on this critical topic.  


